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N . FOREWORD
0 This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based

teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
competencieslupon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verifiO through research as being important to suc-
cesskil vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The module's are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use.by indi-
vidual or, groups of teachers in traihing working under the
direction and with the assistance of tea her educators acting as
resource persons Resource person hould be skilled in the
teacher competency being develop d and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the rnjterials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and olleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tion& teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional. Developtpent for-Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revisiorgand refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teac hers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton/Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

sociate Program Director 'Glen E Farchg, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross. Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974.

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
Phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materialsfre
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, andUniversity of Missouri-Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada,. Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan - Flint; University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extendedjto the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education ofthe U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced tasting effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education
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The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies,institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to -

individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs 4
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voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation,and teaching aids



INTRODUCTION

Obviously, the ultimate purpose of all your train-
ing as a teacher is to enable you to effectively
instruct the students who will be ih your classes.
Teachers can be brilliant in their subject areas and
conscientious in following good educational
techniques, but if their students are not listening,
all their preparation is wasted. This is where the
concept of discipline comes iih. In order for your
classroom to be a productive place, an environ-
ment conducive to learning must be maintained.

The leacher is responsible for establishing this
environment, either externally or by developing
self-discipline within the students. Because this
responsibility belongs to the 'teacher, some
sources feel that the fault for any disciplinary prob-
lem lies more often with the teacher than with the.
students. However, according to Dreikurs, "If a
salevnan fails to overcome cu4omer resistance,
he is fired. If a teacher fails to overcome student
resistance, the student is failed."' In other words,
the failurs of the teacher to maintain an environ-
ment conducive to learning is transferred, unfairly,
to the students.

.>

)

1 Rudolf Dreikurs, Psychology tn therlassroom A Manual for Teachers
(New York, NY Harper & Row Publishers( Inc , 1968), pp 36, 37

/
To be successful on the job and to get along well

in society, all students must develop a reasonable
pattern of self-discipline. This module is designed
to help you to identify and use classroom proce-
dures which. wall serve to develop in students the
ability to discipline themselves, and to develop the
type of environment which-allows learning to take
place.

ir
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Ohjiatiirei

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the concepts of, and important con-
siderations involved in, classroom discipline (Learn-
ing Experience I).

2 After reviewing relevant materials, develop accepta-
ble standards of- behavior for the vocational class-
room and laboratory (Learning Experiegre ii)' .

3. Gwen several case studies describing how hypothet-
ical teachers handled claserOom discipline problems,
critique the performance of those teachers (Learning
Experience Ill)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have Competency in
developing a lesson plan If you do not already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained Within the module follows Check-with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted iT you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time.

f

4

Learning Exp'erlence I
Optional

Reference Gray, Jenny The Teacher's Survival
Guide. Belmont, CA Fearon Press, 1974
Reference Mager, Robert and Peter Pipe Analyzing
Performance Problems. Belmonf, CA Fearon Press,
1970.
Reference. Madsen, Charles H Jr and Clifford K
Madsen Teaching,'Discipline Boston, MA Allyn
and bacon, Inc , 1970.
Referertice Buckley, Nancy K and Hill M Walker
Modifying Cltssroom Behavior Champaign, IL Re-
search Press Cdmpany, 1970
A resource person and, or peers with whom you can
discuss classroom discipline

Learning Experience-II
'Required

School and district policy manuals to review
A safety handbook in your occupational specialty to
review
A resource person to evaluate your ,written
guidelines

Optional
An experienced teacher whom you can observe de-
veloping classroom policies with students

Learning Experience III
Required

3 peers to work with you in discussing and ;critiquin
case studiei (required only if you select this alter-
nate activity)

Learning Experience IV
Required

An actual school situation in which you can assist
students in developing self-discipline
A resource person to assess your competencvn
assisting students in developing self discipline

This module covers performance element numbers 186-191 from-Calvin
J cotrell et al , Mode/ Curricula for Vocational and Technigal Education
Report No 1/Columbus, OH The Center for vocational EdueaVon:Tlie
Ohio State University, 1972). The 384 elements in thiS document toR) the
research base for all The Center's PBTE module development

.
For information about the general organizabbn of each module. general
procedures for their use, and termindlogy which is common to-all 109
modules, see About Using The Center's PBTE Modules on the inside
back covet
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Activity

4.,

For information on discipline in teaching, preventive measures that can be
employed to deter problems, and suggestions on how to handle problems
that do arise, read the following information sheet:

0 ,

AN INTRODUCTION,TO DISCIPLINE
Discipline is far more than handing out punish-

ments, however, the word "discipline" has some
. negative; limiting connotations generally as-

sociated with it. In the past, 'Words suchbas "re-
straint," "repression," and "standardization," were
considered to be synonymous with discipline This
conception of discipline assumed the existence of
iron-handed teachers representing tradition who
ruled through fear by their rules and artificial stan-
dards. The emphasis was on penalties, The stu-
dents in this situation conformed to these external
restraints with unquestioning obediencequietly
and passively repressed. '

The contemporary concept of discipline entails
creating an environment conducive to the de-
velopment of self-control in students. Instead of
repressing students' interests, the teacher is aware
of individual differences and guides students'
interests toward constructive ends. Standards in
this environment are understood by the student,
and the emphasis is on rewards rather than penal-
ties. There is concern with developing god
student-teacher relationships in a spirit of cor4r-
at! on and mutual trust.

,...

sibilitiessome open areas and some con-
straintselse there will be chaos to replace the old
order of repression.

To reach the golden mean between repression
and chaos, one concept with which you need to be
familiar is preventive discipline: setting up an en-
vironment in which .discipline problems,,will not
occur. Don't expect this ideal state to ever mate-
rialize completely, but striving always in that direc-'
tion as if it were possible can only be constructive;
it can't hurt.

-,/

Preventive Measures
Most experienced teachers agree that the first

,week of school is the most important. If, during
that time, you can establish firmly your expecta-
tions regarding rights and responsibilities, you're
more than halfway Mere. Once control or order is
established, you carralways relax your control.; if it
is not established initially or if it is lost, it is ex-
tremely difficult to' reestablish. Students almost
invariably test new teachers. If you are firm, yet fair
and consist to begin with, they will probably

\, .pease to tot you and you will probably not be\ .,lease
at each new turn in the road.

Knowledge and plancling are two keys to a good
learning environment. Before you ever step into
that room full of students, you need to be well
versed in your subject area (and to work to stay
current in your field by reading, or attending meet-
ings). You need to know how learning occurs and
you need to be thoroughly familiar with all school
policies and regulations. You should also be aware
of student peer group standards and behavior pat-
terns. Teachers can easily misunderstand signals
doming from students when they are' not "typed
in" to the peer pressures students may be ex-
periencing.

. Unfortunate y, this latter concept can also yield
negative results if handled improperly. On occa-
sion, teacheri have interpreted this concept as
meaning unlimited freedom. Freedom is not un-
limited nor does it imply permissiveness A class-
room is a community of individuals and, as such,
there need to be some freedoms, some respon-

Not only should you yourself be well,prepared; a
well-organized classroom or laboratory is also
needed to promote a good environment for learn-
ing. Have your room, equipment, and supplies
ready and functional, and develop standards or
routines for their use in normal and in emergency
situationsa place for everything and everything
in its place. Plan the laboratory so that students do
not need to disrupt eac other's work in order to

I

I



get tools or supplies. Space out the work stations
so there is sufficient "elbow room." 2 Standardiza-
tion of this sort provides security and minimizes
tensions.

Plan to 'provide for physical comfort in your
room. A room which appeals to the senses (attrac-
tive and interesting to look at, uncrowded, well
lighted, well ventilated, not too hot or cold, etc )
will aid you in maintaining interest You know
yourself that if you're uncomfortable, your misery
takes up all your thoughts and energies. Work to
keep outside noise and laboratory noise as low as
possible. .

Have a seating plan prepared You may not want

it

.\1

to have assigned seats all year, or your original
plan may have to be changed as you know your
students and their tendencies better -However,
starting with a temporary seating plan serves two
immediate purposes. it aids you in keeping control
before you know your students, and it can, aid you
ip learning your students' names quickly.

Knowing names isdeceptively important As
long as student knows he, she is anonymous,
he/she feels more free to misbehave. Without
names, the classroom is imrersonal Learning

*-those names is an important step'toward develop-
ing good teacher-student relationships

Finally, have your lesson plans prepared and
ready to go. 'Phan enough to fill the whole percpd
One of the easiest ways to encourage problems is
to create a situation where students are either
bored or idle. Get the class busy and active right
awaNiegin some form of laboratory work on the
second day of the semester Each day, get the clats
moving without delay Use your material and your

2 To gain,skill in organizing an effective laboratory. you may wish to refer
to Module E-8, Organize the Vocational Laboratory

7

personality to motivate and involve your students
right from the starr,,,

Qn that first day of Class, get to your room early
and greet students at the door. Begin class
promptly and get students seated quickly accord-
ing to your seating chart Move around your class
and be aware of what's going on, but don't get
hung up on trivia. Keep a sense of humor Find
something pleasant to say to each student Act as
though you are anticipating a great gear Show
enth)siasm for your subject 'Tell students about
some of the exciting and interesting things they
will be doing

Cover school rules and your initial classroom,
standards, make sure students understand them,
and be firm about your intention to uphold those
rules and standards. Then, get moving on content
matters relevant to yout vocational service area

e , a lesson) Remember, befor you start any-
thing, make sure you have everyone's undivided
attention first, ancLbe sure any directions you give
are clear If students are not paying attention or'
don't understand what they ate to do, their minds
can turn to other, less constructive ways of filling
their time

Your knowledge of good teaching techniques
will also help alleviae any problems which may
tend to occur durin those early weeks In plan-
nine your lessons, vary activities, do not rely-on
Just lecture or Just discussion or Just lab or Just
independent study Watch students' attention
spans, and be prepared to change your pace or
technique if interest is waning Use audiovisual
aids where they are appropriate to enliven lessons
Since people work best at what they want to do,
plan lessons which have students' interests in
mind' This is not /o say that you should teach only
what they are interested in. Rather, your Job is to
relate your subject to student needs and interests
where possible.

Knowing student interests and knowing how to
deal with students is only possible if you know your
students. Granted, classroom control needs to be
fair and impartial, but you have a class made up of
distinct individuals, and 'so "fair" and "impartial"
become relative terms Being very firm may be
necessary with one student, another student may
crumple under the same approach.

"71

3 TO gain skill in identifying students needs and interests and using this
information to guide your instructional planning, you may wish 1p refer to
Module 8-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students

C.)



If you knoW all your students wall and recognize
their individual differences, you can use this
knowledge to give each the motivation and en-
couragement each needs to develop a positive
attitude toward your class. You can allot to all
students the classroom responsibilities they can
handle. You can know who your natural classroom
leaders are and use them to help you accomplish
your goals.4 Sharing clawsom responsibilities
and leadership with studets can make your class-
room a cooperative environment instead of a place'
where you call The plays, and then pray that the
students bend to your will.

Knowing your students does not mean being
able to label them. School records and fellow
teachers can provide you with helpful information
to orient you to your school and your students, but
beware. Its easy to fall into.the trap of listening to
some well-meaning teacher who says you should
watch John Jones very carefully as he's likely to be
"trouble," or you shouldn't expect much. from
Charley aS11e's very "slow Don't doom students

,from the start by labeling them, by predetermining
`their abilities or behavior' This results in the Condi-
tion of "self-fulfilling prophecy" you expect stu-
dents to misbehave, tfiey know it, and they live up
to your expectations.

On the 9ther hand, if you truly dok expect your
students tO cooperate and to produce, your expec-
tations increase the chances of that happening If
students know you have respect and regard for
them, they will hate to let you down Know your
students with more than just your head Be your-
self. Be human Students are people, you are a
person. People are not perfect Be,honest, frank,
and sincere, and patient with their imperfections,
and they'll be patient with yours Again, the key
concept is cooperation.

)

4 To gain skill in using appropriate techniques to gather information
about your students, you may wish to refer to Module F-1. Gather
Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques, and Module
F-2, Gather Studen( Data Through Personal Contacts

r 8

Self-Discipline
When you have gotten a good start on knowing

your students and gaining their cooperation and
confidence, it is time to take another step toward
Keventing discipline problems. You may have
elitninated temptations, created a good environ-
ment, and taught only interesting lessohs, but the
emphasis is still on you, the authority, andton.ex-
ternal control. Discipline is a joint effort. Your job
is to create a situation wherein. students, are self-
disciplined, self-directed as a group and individu-
ally.

One method for helping students learn self-
discipline is to involve them in modifying or'de-
veloping their own class rules. If ,they understand
the need for e rule, and are involved in creating it,
they will'be more inclined to comply with that rule.
Identify, with your students, areas where problems
have been arising or might arise, and develop a
rule'cOvering that problem Rules,are not just ap-
plicable to such conditions-as noise and horseplay
A vocational laboratory needs rules covering
,equipment, supplies, cleanliness, etc , and, above
all, safety 5

Start with a few rules; don't overwheIrri students
,with do's and don'ts. Any rule should be specific,
short, and reasonable, and there must be a payoff.
It is preferable to state rules positively and to stress
reasons for obeying them (business and industry
have rulesemployees must abide by them), but
students must be aware of the fact that there are
consequences for failing to comply These conse-
quences can be decided by the group when they
are preparing the rules.

These rules, when completed, should be posted
and reviewed occasionally, not just when someone
has broken one. If you work with the group to
develop these classroom gliodelines, chances are
that the group will apply peer pressure to ensure
that the rules are followed Peer pressure can be
much more effective than adult authority in affect-
ing behavior.

Developing self-discipline in an individual stu-
dent is not a clear-cut task with a ready-made for-
mula. If students are Involved in classroom pro-
ceedings and in their own learning, if they are
given responsibility within the class, if they have
teacher whom they trust and with whom they wish
to cooperate, and if they are encouraged to think
critically and to make decisions, they have a
sound basis for beginning to develop self-

5 To gain skill in directing activities in the laboratory, you may wish to
refer to Module E-9, Manage the Vocational Laboratory



It does not happen overnight You don't teach
self-discipline one day and expect it to exist the
next day It is something which develops continu-
ously and probably slowly as' a result of your at-
titude as a teacher and the environment you
create. Think of your leg muscles If you exercise
thpm sensibly but rigorRisly every day, they will
slowly' de-
velop If you
coddle those
muscleS and

t never use
them, they
will atrophy
and become
worthless.
Likewise, if
you smother
students
with your ex-
ternal Con-
trol, through
fear or love,
they will have
to rely on
that external
control to
function.
They need, to
be slowly given the opportunities necessary to de-
velop their, own self-control

When Problems Occur
In spite of all your positive efforts to prevent

discipline problems from arising, and in spite of
your efforts to enable students to discipline them-
selves, you will encounter problems The following
is a list of do's,and don'ts to keep in mind when a
discipline problem.does, in .fact, occur

go remember that everyone makes mistakes
Do remember what you know about the individual
you're dealing with
Do avoid sarcasm and ridicule
Do keep your control, don't pitiush in the heat of
anger
Do use common sense
Do find out all the facts from all sides before acting,
when in doubt as to the facts of a situation, it's better
to do nothing than to inflict an unfafr: punishment
(but keep your eyes open for further clues)
Do act as soon as trouble begins to show itself
Do give the student an opportunity to save face,
Do use peer pressure to move the student into riosi-
tive behavior before he'she seriously misbehaves

1

Ina
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Do reprimand in private
Do reject the behavior, not the person
Do consider the student s feelings
Do remember that behavior is caused, so don t Just
curb the behavior, work on the causes (i.e , fear,
resentment insecurity, or a need for attention or
affection)
Do focus on students strong points, don t Just list
their errors. you can t build on weaknesses, only
strengths
Do be consistent and 'fair in your discieline
Do your own disciplining except in exceptional
cases or caseswhere the school code requires you
to refer the case to the office (e g , fighting), if a
student is sent to the office to be disciplined, it does
not imprfive yoUr classroom control, only you can
do that
Do admit error when you make one
Do drop the subject once it is settled, don t hold the
experience up to the student forever after
Do be always on the lookout for new, more effective
ways to handle a particular situation
Don t take poor behavior personally
Don t threaten a threat can become a dare and a
student may take you up on it
Don t promise anything you can tor won tcarry out
Don t argue argurnOnts are not rational' and not
only will It worsen what's already a problem situa-
tion, but you II losemaybe not literally. but in
terms of control and poise, you will bethe loser
Don t bluff. students may call you on it
Don't make deals or bribes, those are tricks not
techniques. and students catch on quickly
Don't gib; in lust to be populag. you won t be
Don t create situations, unrealistic demands on
your part force students to defy you
Don t preach, act, repeating what was known but
not obeyed does not change a thing
Don t punish yourself in the process, if you enforce
a punishment which obviously is inconyenient for
you, the student may gloat over his her success and
try it again
Don't assign school work as a punishment, you re
merely creating or reinforcing the idea that school-
work is, in fact, something negative and painful
Don't force apolqgies, you:re merely enEouraging
the student to lie
Don't punish the whole group when you can't find
out whi6 the real culpr4t was, this is unfas(,and stu-
dents will not. respect you for4f1.:
Don't resort to corporeal punishmept, its corrective
effect on behavior is short-lived; its negative effect
on developing a cooperative student-teacher rela-
tionship can last a long time
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Two final points. (1) in spite of the emphasis on
"punishment" in this last section, remember al-
ways that your ultimate goals are cooperation,
productivity, and self-discipline. Whenever you
are considering what to do in the face of a broken
rule, make sure that your action does not ruin your

( Optional
Activity

NINO
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Activity
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chances of attaining those goals Again, be firth,
but fair, and try to accentuate the positive 6:(2)
Remember that there are district and /or school
policies. Your plan of action must always comply
with these policies

6 To gain skin in employing a variety of rein orcement techniques to
encourage desirable behaviors and discoura e Undesirable ones, you
May wish to refer to Module C-13. Employ-R Techniques

For further information relating to classroom discipline, you may wish to
read the following references:

Gray, The Teebher's Survival. Guide, a practical handbook of ideas
about managing the learning situation. It identifies common discipline
problems and types of students in need of help in developing self-
discipline
Mager and Pipe, Analyzing Performance Problems, which defines and
examines the cause of "performance discrepancy.'
Madsen and Madsen, TeachinglDiscipline, a teacher's guide in the
use of behavioral principiwelating to classroom discipline and sub-
ject matter presentations.
Buckley and Walker, Modifying Classroom Behavior; a semipro-.
grammed text which outlines basic principles,of behavior ntodifipa-
tion, and applies these principles to clabsroom behavior.

You may wish to meet with your resource person and/or peers who are also
taking this module, In this meeting, you could (1) discuss the readings, and

-(2) share discipline proble2s- and solutions from your personal experi-
encese.g , you might select some of the "Do's and Don'ts" on p. 9 which,
you know to be true becauselpip have been in a class in which a teacher
dicror did not follow the advide Then, you could describe what the teacher
did and the consequences of that action in terms of student reactions
and/or classroom discipline.

'ay
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The following essay question is designed to check your comprehension of
the material in the information sheet, An Introduction to Discipline, pp
6-10. Please respond fully, but concisely.

O

SELF-CHECK
You are sitting in the teachers lounge, when a

first -year teacher comes storming in, obviously
upset, and announces that his students are aril-

. mals who belong in cages." Apparently he has just
spent another class periodirying, without success,
to keep some kind of orda in the classroom He
has yelled, threatened, given extra homework as-
signments as punishment, sent students to the
off)ceall tono avail "That's what I get for trying

t

.,

(

1

4

td be friends with them in. the beginning, all they
understand is force From hiow on anybody who
acts up is going to get kicket out of class I wash
my hands of them."

If this teacher asked you.for some advice, wh ?t
would you say? How do you think this situation
was created? What can the feacher do now; to
improve classroom discipline and ensure that
learning takes' place?

1t y
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Compare your written response on. the Self-Check with the Model Answer
given below. Your response need not exactly duplicate the- model re-
sponse, however, you should have covered the same major points.

e

MODE!, ANSWER
The inconsistencies in this teachel's statements

provide a clue to why discipline broke down in his
classroom. On the one hand, he sounds like a
storm troopdr, relying on punishment and force to
bend students to his will. Yet, he,says that he tried
"to be friends with" his students. What probably
happened is that as a new and inexperienced
teacher he tried, initially, to be a "good guy," to be
popular with his students by avoiding the setting
up of necessary rules and constraints. Apparently
he did not establish, early in the year, the control or
order within which freedom can be exercised con-
structively. His students took advantage of his
pdrmissiveness, and he has now compounded the
problem by behaving inconsistently.'

-His students probably also picked up on his ba-
sically negative' attitude toward them, revealed in
his labeling them "animals." It sounds as though,
for all his early attempt to be "friends" with them,
he really does not like or trust students, may even
be somewhat afraid of $hem. He probably ex-
pected misbehavior, and his students sensed it
and lived down to his expectations. The methods
he used when trouble,arose were bound to turn his

classroom into a battle zone. Even if they had
worked in terms of repressing students, they were
certainly not designed to enlist students' coopera-
tion in creating an environment in which self-
discipline could be developed.

At this point, this teacher needs to start over with
his studentslt won't be easy, but it can be done if
he stops treating his students like "the enemy" and
asks for their cooperation in setting up some basic
rules, rights, and responsibilities which everyo
understands and accepts He needs to establi
with them, 'the limits within which everyone (in-
cluding the teacher) will operate in the classroom,
and he needs to insist firmly, fairly, and consis-
tently that those standards be upheld.

In time, if he truly expects his students to behave
like responsible-people and creates an environ-
ment in which this is possible, he will win their
respect (if not a popularity contest), and their trust.
When problems do arise, they can be hand
swiftly and fairly according to the guidelines stu-
dents themselves were involved in developing, and
the classroom will once again be a place where
learning can occur.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your Completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the model response. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,
review the material in the information sheet, An Introduction to Discipline, pp. 6-10, or check with your
resource person if necessary -.
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Activity

Obtain copies of the school and, or district policy manuals from either (1) a
school in your community, (2) a school in which yoku are working, or () your
resource person Review these policy manuals \fQr their guidelines for
acceptable behavior in the classroom and laboratory

Review the following Class Rules, and a safety handbook prepared for your
occupational specialty' The sample rules are intended as suggestions for
the kinds of guidelines you will be developing, and the safety handbook will
serve as a reference in preparing guidelines for standards of behavior in
the laboratory.

CLASS RULES
1. CLASSEnter class on time and in an orderly

manner. Take assigned seat and gather to-
gether the papers and materials necessary for
the class. If the teacher is ever detained in get-
ting to class, m'aintain order until he/she ar-
rives During a normal class period, raise your
hand and wait to be-called on if you wish to
contribute.

2. CLASS WORKIn-class work, rough drafts,
and tests are to be done, in most cases, in pen-
cil. Final reports and that type of written as-
signment are double spaced, done in rough
draft first, and then in final form in ink. Obvi-
ously, you will be always responsible for having
pencil, paper, and pen in class.

3. FOLLOWING DIRECTIONSIn doing an as-
signment or correcting it, listen to my directions
and follow them Points will be taken off for not

as

7 To gain skill in developing your own safety handbook, you may wish to
refer to Module E-5, Provide for Student Safety

16

following directions. When a corrected paper is
returned to you, cheick it. You are responsible
for your own paper.

4 HOMEWORKOn the day an assignment is
due, it is to be passed in when I call for it. You
either have it or you don't. If you think you have
a valid excuse for not having it, see me after
class. If you can't hand it in when I ask for it, it is
an "F You have one day to make it up. This
does not erase the "F," merely counteracts it
People Who were absent are responsible for
finding out from me what they need to makeup

5. Familiarize yourself with the location and
checkout procedures for the materials and
equipment in the room. When you are done
'using these items, return them to their proper
places in good condition.

I 1'
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You may wish to arrati6e through your resource person to observe a
teacher in your occupational specialty who is developing classroom
policies with a group of students Pay particular attention to the degree to
which students are involved in establishing the rules (i e., does the teacher
dominate the session?), and whether the students seem to understand the
need for each rule and the consequences for disobeying them.

Prepare, in writing, a tentative list of guidelines you feel' are necessary to
maintain acceptable standards of behavior in the vocational classroom
and laboratory Remember that your rules and procedures should be
consistent with the school and; or district policies you reviewed. (In an
actual school situation, you ,would be reviewing and discussing these
guidelines with students to get their input and acceptance. Thus, you
should consider the guidelines you develop here to be tentative.)

After you have developed your guidelines, arrange to have your resource
person review and evaluate your guidelines Give him,'her the Guidelines
Checklist, p 19, to use in evaluating your work
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. A.

GUIDELINES CHECKLIST"

1

1

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplistiedor fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

,

Name `
Date

Resource Person

NO

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1. Rules were established for standard classroom procedures (e g ,
raising hand before speaking) .

2. Rules were established for standard laboratory procedures (e g ,
responsibility for cleaning up) El El 0

3. Emergency procedures were established .

4. These rules and procedures were consistent with school and district
policies .... . .11 17

5. The rules were stated in short, specific:positive tvms . El.

6. The rules were reasonable 111

/ The completed list of rules was not so extensive that it was over-\ whelming ... . .... . . ... .. . .. .. ....... . ... EI II g

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N, A, or FULL responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, An Introduction to Discipline, pp 6-10,
and the readings in this learning experienc6,,revise your guidelines accordingly, or check with your
resource person if necessary
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Activity

.'

NOTE: The following activities involve crttiquing 11 case studies. If you
prefer, you may work with peers in discussing and critiquing the situations
described.

The following Case Studies describe how several teachers handled prob-
lems arising in their classrooms and laboratories. Read each of the case
studies, and critique in writing the performance of the teachers described.
Specifically, you should explain (1) how the problem was created, (2) what
errors were made in handling the problem, and (3) what would have been
the proper preventive and/or corrective discipline in each situation.

CASE STUDIES
1. On the first day of class, Ms. Gilmore gav e her students a detailed rundown of the standards she had

set for her class. One thing she said was that since only advanced students were capable of A of B
work, and since this was an introductory class, no grades higher than C would be given

During the first few weeks of school, a group of students in this class consistently refused to work
They would not answer when questioner),, they turned in no homework assignments, their test
papers were handed in blank. Ms. Gilmore tried all sorts of punishment, but no matter what she
threatened, the students would not participate Finally, she informed them publicly that since trey
were only physically in her class anyway, she would recommend that they see the guidance
counselor and drop the course.

I
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2. Mr. Reagan was sick and tired of making assignments which would prepare students for a given
lesson, and then having students coming in unprepared Therefore, the next time this happened, he
gave a surprise test and informed his students that it would count heavily on their final grade
average Some of the students had read the material, but since it was new, they had not done well on
the test either. They protested vigorously, but Mr Reagan replied that if they d read it carefully, they
could have passed, and that if they kept protesting he d lower their test grades ten more points,

..:
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3 Danny could not sit still He was eternally clicking a pen, or drumming on the metal side of his chair
rhythmically, or kicking the chair in front of him Ms Harris had told him day after day that she knew
he didn't realize that he was doing it he really didn't), but that it was distracting to her and to the rest
of the class, and that she wished he'd stop it Finally, in desperation, she ha him stand in the aisle,
keep both feet on the floor, and hold his books for the r .jainder of the period She told the class,
This is a sure way to force him to keep his hands and feet still, maybe that way we'll get something

done."

/
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4. Ms. Lewis knew her students quite wellShe knew when something went wrong whowere the likely

candidates tq have been involved Someone in her first period class had a habit of removing the
typewriter platen before class, whenever the chance arose, and hiding it When the nextcla cAme
in, the platen would have to be found before class could begin With everyone seatchinr. or the
platen, class.was chaotic for.q while Ms Lewis was pretty sure that it was Mac that was doing 1,t

One day, she walked into class right before second period and there was Mac playing with the platen
release buttons He claimed he was just fiddling around while he waited for a friend who was in her
second period class that he had to talk to She knew better As punishment, Mac had to stay after

,school for one-half houreach night for a week and do typing speed exercises

o
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5. Mr Wilpite's classroom and(vvoodworking lab were right next door to each other with a door
between them The door had a large window, so that when Mr Wilhite was in one room. he could
watch Whet was going on in the other room One day while he was ih the classrdpm, he happened to
glance throUgh the window to check the progress of the students in the lab Clyde. a notorious
goof-off, had finished early and was now feeding small wood blocks into the back of the power saw
to see how far they'd shoot across the room Mr Wilhite rushed into the lab, grabbed a 2 n 4 acid let go
with one polvecful blow to Clyde s posterior

e'

6 At every staff meeting the principal would mention that the grounds outside Mr. Fair s windows were
badly littered What was happening was that warm weather had begun, the windows of the class -4
room were open, and the row of students nearest the window were amusing themselves by sailing
paper out the window when the teacher's back was turned Mr Fair didn t like being singled out at
teacher's meetings as being unable to control his students Therefore, he told his students that the
next time litter appeared outside the windows,-the windows would be kept shut for a week, no matter
how hot and stuffy the room got as a Jesuit
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7. Mr. Finch had an excellent rapport with his students, and his lessons were well prepared and
interesting. One day, the -students were discussing the progress they were making on their 4-H
projects. The members of th group, with Mr. Finch observing, were also bringing up any project
problems and then the group was brainstorming for solutions

Tommy was really excited about his garden project which had been going perfectly until two days
before when some sort of insect had started to attack. When Tommy was descqing the insect, 'he
inadvertently used a strong four-letter word. This was contrary to room standards which stated that
no vulgar language was to be used in the classroom. He paused and glanced at Mr Finch who
merely nodded and indicated for Tommy to go on with his explanation.

8. The students in the home economics lab were busily preparing fudge As Sally Ann passed the gas
range she hit the handle of tarah's pan (which was sticking out) and knocked the pan to the floor.
Sally Ann sustained a nasty burn on her shin and the fudge made a rapidly hardening mess on the
floor. The teacher, Mr. Kester, was furious. Several students were scurrying around trying to find
something to clean up the mess, others were trying to butter Sally Ann's leg, others were suggesting
that ice should bd used, and meanwhile, the empty gas burner was still on.

Mr. Kester demanded to know why Sarah had been so dumb as to leave a pan handle extending out
from the range. Are you totally lacking in common sense? You should know better," -he shouted.

Sarah was close to tears. Sally Ann wasn't far behind. Sarah choked but, You never told us not to do.
that."

At that point Mr. Kester really exploded. Pointing his finger at her he said, "Don't talk back', and
besides, I shouldn't have to explain such basic things to you."

26
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9. During the showing of a movie related to the lesson being taught, Melvin kept up a constant nudging
battle with Dan. It was dark in the auditorium, so it was hard to see, but Mr. Taylor, the teacher, knew
who the troublemakers were However, it was still early in the year, so he didn't know their names
unless they were in their regular classroom in their assigned seats.

Rather than create a commotion himself by trying to get them to respond to "Hey you's," Mr. Taylor
waited until the end of the movie and then grabbed them on the way out. He told them that since they
obviously didn't know how to behave dunng a movie, they would have to sit in the office during the
one being shown the following week. This meant, he said, that they would have to get the informa-
tion given in the movie some other way on their own.

2
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\O. On the day that the horile economics students were supposed to practice making French seams on
their sewing machines, two of the machines failed to function The teacher, Ms. Crook, solved the
problem by doubling up two students and had them take turns doing their work The idle students
started chattering, which disrupted the other students

41

(i:
11. As part of a unit on the printing process, Mr. Jameg made plans for his printing class to visit the local

newspaper to see their presses in action. Mr. James told the students they were going and arranged
for transportation. During the field trip, Mr. James stayed up front with the guide so he d be Sure to
hear everything the guide was saying in order to be able to have a good follow-up discussion when
they returned to school.

After school that day, Mr. James got a call from the newspaper office. The man informed him that
after the field trip, some pieces of type and a portable clock from a desk had suddenly come up
missing. Mr James was partly disappointed that his students would do that to him, and partly angry
that he had been made to look bad. He told his class that they would all stay after school nightly for
an hour until the guilty parties confesses r someone turned them in

I



Compare your core pleted written critiques of the Case Studies with the
Model Critiques given below Your responses need not exactly dupliCate
the model respalees, however, you should have covered the same major
points,.

MODEL CRITIQUES

1. Ms Gilmore was responsible for the problems
in her classroom. She set up a situation in
which she represented authority, and students
had no choice but to be in an opposing camp
They were never involved in establishing any
procedures, and her unfair grading system
substantially killed any motivation

Faced with mutiny, she used all negative ac-
tions to stifle it She threat d and she pun-
ished Sinct she wasn t tacklin the problem,
but the results of it, this could nfy serve to
make students less cooperativelhan 'ever

She humiliated the group of mutineers pub-
licly This is never a good idea, but considering
the way'she's handled her students thus far, it

. is probable that the class would identify with
the mutineers Thus, when she humiliated that
group, the class could only dislike her further. .

She did not remedy her error, nor change stu-
dent behavior, she merely removed the group
physically from her class The students who
remained are unlikely to be very cooperative

Finally, she placed the g Ida a ce counselor in
an awkward position She lying him a disci-
pline problem and a teacher-student relations
problem which she should be handling her-
self, and she's almost making it seem like an
academic problem, which it isn't

2. It's hard to say who created the problem It
could have been that the students did pot tin-
derstand the purpose of doing the issign-
ments,..or that. the assignments were boring
Or, it could be that the students were just lazy

However, evidently Mr Reagan smoldered si-
lently He did nctdiscuss the problem with the
class to determine its source, nor did he let
them know that he had reached the end of his
rope His "solution" was not consistent with
his past behavior, and it tends toward being
more of a revenge or punishment tactic than a
positive move toward solving the problem His
tactic was also unfair It did not convince stu-
dents of the reasons-for doing homework It

taught them that a teachers power can be
arbitrary and unpleasant

It punished the students who had complied as
well as those who hadn't It is unlikely that the
students respect Mr Reagan at this point, and
that's not a good basis for a cooperative envi-
ronment

3 Danny was creating a problem, but he evi-
dently didn t really mean to and could not
discipline himself to stop

The action Ms Harris took could be mortifying
to Danny, distracting to the class, harmful to
her relationships with her students, and, in
some school districtS, considered to be 'cruel
and unusual punishment Most important, it
is doubtful that her action would have any
lasting effect on Danny's habit

She should have worked with Danny privately
to get him to recognize his habit If the prob-
lem was more deeply rooted in other causes,
perhaps she could have referred Danny lo a
guidance counselor or school psychologist

4 We don't really know whocaused the problem
and therein lies the problem, Ms Lewis does
not have positive proof, and that's not a good
time to act Her punishment is rather severe
considering her lack of proof Its possible that
this punishment inconveniences her also, but
we know that for sure However, we do
know that its not a good idea to assign
schoolwork as punishment

Considering her knowledge of the original
misdeeds, perhaps Ms Lewis should have
monitored her room more closely during the
times when the problems had been happen-
ing Or perhaps, she should have discussed
the problem with her students and asked them
for suggestions However, she should have
held off on punishing Mac and looked' for
further proof

5 Mr Wilhite was contribbtin9 to the problem by
failing to adequately monitor his rooms This
may have been a situagsm caused by schedul-

).,/
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ing, but if an accident had occurred in the lab
in his absence, his problems could have been
worse. The fact that Clyde was "a notorious
goof -off" further indicates that he should not
have been left in a lab unattended.

Or. Wilhite took a big chance acting as he did
If he has a good relationship with these stu-
dents, it is possible that the class will realize,
the danger which existed and which caused
him to act as he did. Clyde may even realize

-that-'-he deserved it, and the shock of the
"paddle" may cure him. However, the hazards
of the method are numerous and it could be
dangerous. Acting based on an emotional re-
sponse is far less desirable than waiting until
you have calmed down. Corporeal punish-
ment is not a good technique, especially not in
public. In this case the student could have
been accidentally injured (or could claim to
be). Many school systems and some states
expressly forbid such action. In such cases, a
teacher using corporeal punishment makes
himselfiherself subject to legal action by par-

. ents.

What Clyde did was potentially dangerous and
needed to be remedied immediately, but it
would have been better to choose a less phys-
ical, more private method. Furthermore, if Mr.
Wilhite's relationship with his students was
not good, or not established, his "paddling"
would probably injure it further.

6. Actually, Mr. Fair is causing the problem by
failing to adequately monitor his students, par-
ticularly since he is aware that the problem
exists. Further, he has obviously not estab-
lished self-control in his students.

Instead of discussing the problem with his
students, he has threatened them. His threat,
furthermore, is physically cruel. By shutting
his windows 4,n hot weather, he is p;inishing
himself and the innocent as well as the guilty
students. It may succeed in "teaching them a.
lesson," but undoubtedly little learning will
take place in that uncomfortable environment.
Finally, he is setting up a situation where
another class could throw the litter outside his
window to get his class in trouble. He doesn't
say "If you litter;" he says "If thereels litter."

7. Essentially, nothing done by the teacher
created the problem, however, the problem is
that Tommy has disobeyed room standards.

Mr. Finch has probably handled the situation
well by not overreacting. Such language does
exist and is used by students among them-
selves, perhaps more often than we'd.care to
admit. Tommy has acknowledged that he

lc-

knows he made a mistake by turning to Mr
Finch. Mr. Finch's class was interested and
involved. To have broken that mood by preach-
ing could easily have done more harm than
good. If, in fact, Mr. Finch does know his stu-
dents and has a gqod rapport, he coultliconvey
by his look that; "Yes, it was wrong, but we
know it was not intentional." Thus, Tommy has
not gotten away with anything, the situation
has merely been kept in its proper perspective.

8. Mr. Kester should have had classrOom sten-
o dards coveringiuch basic tkiings as leaving

pan handles sti king out, and how to treat
burns 'and every student should have been
completely familiar with these procedures.
Furthermore, he should have familiarized his
students with emergency procedures to be fol-
lowed. The lack of standards caused the acci-
dent; lack of emergency procedures caused
the utter chaos which followed the accident
Even with rules, carelessness can still cause
accidents, but once an accident occurs, it is
essential that the victim be treated quickly and
correctly.

Not only was Mr. Kester negligent about estab-
ishin rocedures, he humiliated Sarah pub-
licly, and h was not calm at all when calmness
was especially needed. Instead of getting Sally
Ann treated, the mess pleaned up, and the
class calmed down, heavas busy shouting at
Sarah. He has tried to teach an important
safety lesson by a highly negative example,
and he has hurt his relationship with his stu-
dents.

9. Mr. Taylor contributed to the problem by not
knowing his students' names. In addition, the
auditorium should have, been kept light
enough for him to make eye contact, espe-
cially since it was early in the year and since he
didn't know their names.

The nudging battle was keeping the nudgers
from seeing the movie, and was probably dis-
tracting other students. It should have been
handled promptly. It would be preferable not
to disrupt the continuity of the movie. Eye con-
tact might have been adequate Had he known
their names, it might have been easier to sepa-
rate the students right away.

To punish the students by depriving them of
some necessary piece of learning is not good.
In addition, they would probably get the in-
formation from their fellow students, which
places a further burden on those othdi- stu-
dents. Finally, it Is doubtful that-this puhish-
ment will in any way teach the students how to
behave during movies.
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10. IndirQctly, Ms. Crook catised the problem. She
is retponsible for making sure that all equip-
ment is kept in good operating condition

it is possible thal hard use by many students
could cause a machine to break down in spite
of -good care. Doubling up students is not a
bad idea; however, its not enough. It leaves
two students-standing around idle and that
created .a problem. She should have given
them some other responsibility such as assist-
ing 1:4er or other studbnts in some way.

11. Mr. James created the problem by arranging
orrly transportation. His errocwas in not dis-
cussing anything further wifft his students
ahead of time. They Weren't given arty prepara-
tion or motivation nor any guideines in ad-
vance of the trip, nor was he prepared since he

/

hac' `o stay with the guide to find out Since he
was up front paying such close attention to the
guide, he was not adequately monitoring his
students. Consequently, it is not surprising
that problems arose.

Once the problem did occur, he should not
have put it on a "why did they do this to me"
basis. For one thing, he has no positive proof
that his students committed the "crime." He
should not have punished the whole group,
nor tried to force someone to "rat" on the
culprit He needed to rely more on discussion
with students to develop mutual trust and un-
derstanding both before and after the trip.
And, of course, he needs to contact the news-
paper office, after discussion with his stu-
dents, to indicate that the matter is being in-
vestigated

I
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: You r completed critiques should have covered the same major points as
the model responses If you missed some points, or have questions about any additional points you
made, review the material in the informatioWsheet, An IntroductioR to Discipline, pp 6-10, or check with
your resource person if necessary
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT -FOR -W,
Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline (E-7)

Name

Directions: Indicate the (evel of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading: Date

If, because of special circumstances, a.perform'ance component was not
applicaple, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

A

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

I

6 oo
400.. k.

The teach
1. reviewed sc o I policies and student codes of behavior 1=1 El
2. discussed wit students the standdrds of expected be-

. havior El
3. took necessary steps to ensure comPiance with the

\ standards of behavior established by school policy .El E!,
\ 4. developed programs and techniques to motivate stu- , L--1 ni .

dents to uphold school standards of behavior .1 F___J '1,._1

. .. .

',5. discussed with students the need for Special standards of lii
behavior in the vocational clasSroom and laboratory

,

6:,, developed a written code of behavibr cooperatively with

0
ni 1-1

' students
\

.1--i i
I

7. f7iewed the code of behavior with students
1 , , .

El
8. organized classroom, and laboratory to encourage ac- 0,, Eii.

cetable student behavior

9. suawvised learning experiences in the classroom and ti
laboratory .,

1

,10. rewarded acceptable student behavior

Ft identified unacceptaNstudent behavior s

..
12. considered alter-lath:le disciplinary actions

.

13. implemted disciplinary action in accordance withry
school policy a.

14. obtained tke cooperation.ofistudents in developing an El El Elenvironment conduciye to self-discipline

15. encouraged student self-direction and degision.:making El 0 El

J 35
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V

*Y.

1

16. used preventive measures such as seating, physical ar-
rangement of the room, and motivational lesson plans to
reduce the chance of aggressive behavior

70

bhoc e 0 0
2 a a* 0

4/

17. prodded a change of paOe in the learning activities to Ei
. reduce tendency toward misbehavior

18. was fair, firm; and consistent in handling discipline prob-
lems ,

19. analyzed. reasons for any.aggressive behavior in an at- ri
tempt to prevent fudge occurrences

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receivesa NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to cdrrlete in order to reach competency in the weak
a rea(s).

36
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ABOUT SING THE CENTERS PBTE
MODULES .
Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
In a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience. The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
'skill in an actual schgol situation when you are an intern,
a student, teacher, 6r an inservice teacher. °

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take on ly those
modules covering skills which you do not alreacy..pos-
sess. Similarly, you need pot complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it. Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p. 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the inforniation you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions:

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
ablin objectives leading to fhe final learning ex-
perienc artti thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to eomplete the final leaming,expenence in
order tctest out"
that the module is inapp7opriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person. If
you do not complete the final expenetice successfully,
meet with yoUr-resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resoUrce person before attempting to
repeat the final experience.
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience.
Any time you do not meet the minirgum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to.select activities to help you
reach competency. This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped; (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your own learning experience: or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person.

14

Terminology .

Actual School Situation ...jefers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in

. a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the modtfie up to the final learning experience. You
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation.
Alternate Activity Or Feedback ... refersto an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special ciEcOnstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty ... refers to a specific area of
preparation within a Vocational service area (e.g., the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback ... refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence.
Resource Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational pro ern; the Orofessor, instructor,
administrator, wt.:. t or cooperating/.supervising/
plassroom teache F1^ guiding you in taking this
Module.
Student ... refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secon.dary,
educational institution.
Vocational Service Area . . . refers to a major vocational
field: agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educe-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, &trade and industrial edu-
cation.
You or the Teacher ... refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module<

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A ... The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation.
None ... No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent.
Poor ... The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair ... The teacher is unable td perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it.
Good ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner.
Excellent ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.

38
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A.--10 Conduct a Student Follow -Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

4 Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives

13-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Matenals
B-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Matenals

Category C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

,Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question BOx

Techniqties
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques -----
C Qiuide Student Study
Ce-TDiratTStERIOlsrLaboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving 1echniques-
C-9 Employ this Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13* Employ Reinforcement Techruques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instrtiction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boarda.sem14.4ibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films
C-28 Present information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Progtammed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation

0-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
0-2 Assess Student Performance. Knowledge
0-3 Assess Student Performance: Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance. Skills
0-5 Determine Student Grades
D-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs ,10

E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Yoir Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 'Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Studept Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques,
F-2 Gather Student`Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category G: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School- Coronmunity Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Pr6gram
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

. Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educatip
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Voc Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 .Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4' Assist Student VocationalDrganization Members in Developing

and inancing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization

F

H78 Guide'PartiCipation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professional Role and Development
-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
- 3 Develop an Active Roane! Philosophy of Education
-4 Serve the School and Community
- 5 cibtain a Suitable Teaching Position
-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers-
-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
-8 Supervise Student Teachers

.

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance. Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J- 3 Enroll Students in four Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 PrepateTor Stlidahle Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBUCAT1ONS.
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Educatiotf

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance -Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

,o0

For Information regarding avallatilitty and prices of these materials contact-

AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30601 (404) 542-2586
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ABSTRACT
This eighth in a series of nine

40.
learning modules on

instructional.management is deSigned to assist secondary and
postsecondary vocational teachers sin. , becoming competent in organiling
the vocational laboratory (including planning, desighing, arranging,
setting up, remodeling, renovating, and expanding the learning
facility). Introductory sections relate the competency dealt with in
this, module to others in the program 'and list both the enabling ..
objectives for the three learning experiences d- -thy, resources
'required. Materials in the learnitg ex-pe er nces include required -

reading, a table showing recommended laboratory space for selected
Occupational programs, laboratory plan drawings, a self-check quiz,
model answers, a vocational laboratory observation checklist, a
laboratory planhing Checklist,4and the tegcher performance assessment
fora for use in evaluation of the terminal atjective. (The modules on
instructional management are part of a larger series of 100
fiel&-teSted performance-based teacher education (PETE)
self-contained learning packages for use in preservice or inservice
training of teachers in all ,occupational areas. Materials are
designed for use by teachers, either on an individual or grodp basis,
working under the direCtion of one or sore resource
persons/instructors.) (BL)
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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher,education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional con3petencies of vocational teachers. The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful 4ocational 'teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction. The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occurrational areas.

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application; each culminates with Criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency. The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual-or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance qftteacher educatorsacting as
resource persons. Resource persjns should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented fo PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
aservice'leacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents. Student Guide to Using Performance -Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
`Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of rterfdrmance-Based Teacher

/),Educatiorf.
The PBTE curriculum packages are produpts of assustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have maotp contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revition, and refinement of these very significant
training materials. Oyer 40 teacher educatorsprovided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff.
James B. Hamilton, Program Cirector, Robert E, Norton, As-

'

sociate Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Progiam.Assis-
tent. Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final4finement of
the matenals. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974.
Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously inanous
phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materoffewere
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri- Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher eclOcators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan; Florida State University; Holland Col-
lege, P.E.I., Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity; State University College at Buffalo; Temple University;
University of Arizona; University of Michigan-Flint;t1ruversity of
Minnesota-Twin Cities; University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S. Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at°10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F,,Section 553. Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple Unifersity, and the University of
Michigan-Flint. 1

Robert E. Taylor
Director '
The Center for Vocational Education

03THE OENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
4.. c... a......to. MA ( boil C.v.% O. 0210

The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
orgarnzationslo solve educational problems relating to
Individual career planning and preparation. The Center
fulfills its mission by 4

Generating knowledge through research.
Developing educational programs and products.

,Evaluating individual program needs and ditcomes
Installing educational programs and products.
Operating Information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
program?

0

VIM.

VIM
'AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

FOR VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATER LS

Engineering Cente
Athens, Georgia 30b`02

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
toted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching .4jds
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INTRODUCTION

Vocational education laboratories are often the
teacher's' pride, a showplace for the school, and a
pleasure for the students to work in. In many pro-
grams, the laboratoryand the work that goes on
therels the very heart of the program. In the
laboratory, students_ can experience success,
prove themselves, and be rewarded with tangible
results.

I

Laboratories are also expensive to build and
equip, and difficult to maintain. Teachers of labora-
tory subjects typically spend a great deal of their
time and energy in organizing and maintaining the
laboratory for which they are responsible. There-
fore, the vocational laboratory must bi carefully
planned and organized if it is to facilitate instruc-
tion, permit teacher and students', to work ef-

r
I

i Y

u ,

ficiently, provide safety for students and security
for equipment and supplies, and justify its cost.

As a vocational teacher, you may be involved in
Organizing the laboratory mg number of ways. You
may participate in the design of entirely new
facilities. More often, however, you will need to
reorganize -or moderniie an existing laboratory,
Perhaps you may simply need to take stock of your
laboratory at regular intervals to make sure that it
still provides the environment for instruction for
which it was intended. In any case, you will need to
know the basic principles common to all labora-
tory planning and be able to apply them in organiz-
ing a laboratory is your specific vocational educa-
tion area.

In this module, the term "laboratory" is used for
the facility in-a vocational program where the ac-
tion learning or manipulative activities take place.
In some programs, it may also be called a "shop,"
"workroom," or "office." Whatever the name, the
concept is the same and the same principles of
planning and organizing apply. f

This module is designed to help you become
competent in organizing the vocational laboratory.
This broad term inckides such things as planning,
designing, arranging, setting up, remodeling, ren-
ovating, and expanding the learning facility A sub-
sequent ,module (E-9) deals with the day-to-day
management, operation, and maintenance of the
vocational laboratory. ..

1
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ABOUT. THIS MODULE
.) Objectives

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstr

knowledge of the principles and procedures involved
in organizing a vocational laboratory (Learning Ex-
perience I).

2. Given an actuarvocational laboratory in your occupa-
tional specialty, evaluate the organizatiokol the labo-
ratory,and,develop plans for its imprZfetrrient (Learn-
ing Experience II). k

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources,(2) to locate additional ref-
etences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary. Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time.

Leatning Experience I
Required

Reference. Occupational Safety and Health Stan-
dards, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Part
1910, Labor, Chapter XVII. Washington, DC: Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration, latest
edition.

4

Optional
Reference: Storm, George Managing the Occupa:
tional Education Laboratory. Belmbh.L. CA: Wads-
worth Publishing Co., 19.76.
The slide /tape, "Organizing. and Maintaining the
Vocational Laboratory," The Center for Vocational
Education; The Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio.
A slide projector and cassette tape recorder for
Awing a slide/tape pre8entation. .

A screen to use with the projector

Learning ExperienCe II
ReqUired

A vocational laboratory in YouraCcupational spe-
cialty to visit and evaluate.
A resource person to evaluate your rSlans for improv-
ing the laboratory.

Learning Experience III
Required

4'

An actual school situation .m _which you can or-
ganize the vocational laboratory
A resource person to assess your competency in
organizing the vocational laboratory.

o

NOTE: The safety aspects of organiiing'a vocational
laboratory require the most uplo-date information
available on governmental safety regulatiOns and
guidelines. It is recommended that the following re-
cently published document be used as a supplement to
this module: Wahl, Ray. A Safety and Health Guide for

rtiodational Educators! An Instructional Guide with Em-
phasis on Cooperative Education and Work-Stydy Pro-
sgrams. Harristiurg, PA: Pennsylvania Department of
EdOcation, Bure(au Vocational Education, 1977.

This module covers performance ejement numbers 194, 198, 199 from
Calvin J. Cotrell et.al., Model Curricula for Vocational and TeChnical

4 Education. Report No. V (Columbus, OH The Cdnter for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University. 1972) The 384 elements in this
dodument form the research base for all The Centers PBTE3nodule
development.

.

ForAformation about the general organization of each module, general
procddures for their use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, see About Using The Centers PBTE Mddules on the inside
back cover.

0



Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

'f! After completing the required 'reading, demOnstrate'l(nowl,
principles and procedures involved InArgani3O,ng 4 004tiOlfari4bir4

You ,will be reading the information.sheetjOr arlitftig
ratory, pp. S701.,

-r
You may wish to Storm, Mariagr*
ratory, pp. 33781.

You -may wish to view the slide/tape preientatiort
raining tha Vocational Laboratory" '`

You will be demonsirating knoWiedge_pf,,
,involved in organizing a vocationalAabpreto,
Check, pp. 22-26.

tf;idback You will be evaluating your OompetehOyzby,40m0er,
Self-Check with the Model Anewere
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Activity Read the following information sheet about the principles and procedures

involved in !arming and organizing a vocational laboratory. As you read,
attempt to relate t e information to the laboratories in yourown occupa- .

tional-specialty,

ORGANIZING THE VOCATIONAL LABORATORY

Vocational teachers have a great responsibility
,that is virtually unknown to most teachers-of class-
roqm academic subjects. While the typical class-
rOom teacher may have to care for a fe`w-desks,
chairs, a chalkboard, and some books; you, as a
vocational teacher, have a large, complex, and ex-
pensive laboratory for which you are respondible.
The room itself may be specially built. It will very
likely contain a number of expensive pieces of
equipment, a great many small tools or instru-
ments, and a vide variety of supplies:All of this
,

must be taken care of and used efficiently to help
`Frain students for their chosen occupation.

In spite of the work and the difficulties, you can
derive a great deal of satisfaction from developing
a laboratory that looks good and functions

. You know that probably no one single factor is
more important in capturing and maintaining stu-
dent interest- than the quality of the vocational
laboratory. You also know that a well-planned and
thoroughly organized laboratory makes it much
easier to prepare students for tike'acupation:

The essential 'purpose of a well-planned and
managed, laboratory is, plainly enough, that stu-
dents should be able to learn the skills needed in
the occupation. The vocational laboratory should
promote learning rather than make if difficUlt. It

' should make learning a pleasant and satisfying
experience rather than one that is to be avoided.
By simulating occupational conditions, the labora-
tory prepares students for the real world and, thus,
becomes a learning experience itself.

In addition to the primary quality of instructional"

1

effectiveness,' there are several other importpnt
characteristics a wellOrganized vocational labora-
tory should possess.

It should be efficient, Teacher and students \
should be able to work \Nith maximum pro-
duarVity and a minimum of wasted' time and
energy. The most important`` factor here ithe
spatial arrangernentpf tools and etiuipinent.
It should provide a safe and healthful env!-

, ionment in which to work. Students should be
-able to complete the program in at least as
good a physical condition as when they en-
tered. The laboratory must providetjood light-
ing, .proper ventilation, a minimum of noise,
and safe equipment.

4' It should provide for the psychological needs
of students_The environment should be one .
that fosters desirable attitudes and promotes
mental well-bAing. It should present a feeling
of order, sethrtity, and pleasantness So as to
promote the desists to learn. Depending entries'
needs of the occupation, the laboratory can
suggest the qualities of accuracy' and preci-
sion,otriet efficiency, or stylleVeauty.
It should permit the teacher to be in control of
laboratory activities'atall times. This means
the teacher should have lines of sight-to all
parts of the room; should be able to hear:the
equipment -in operation, and should have
quick access to all areas.
It should provide secut for the instruments,
toold, equipment, and s polies that are essen-
tial to the laboratory. The laboratory must be
designed to minimize loss or.damage from
vandalism, theft, mishandling, weather, and
other' negative elements.
It should. be as visually plea ling as the ac-::

tivities perrhit. Light; color, texture, pattern,
.and space all contribute to the effect. A labo-
ratory can be a place of stimulation and ex!
citerrient and certainly -need not be one of
confusion ,or dullness: .

This is quite alarge order, but a grey manyny
laboratories Op manage to meet it, and
could be brought -closer to the idea) the
cooperative efforts of the vocational teacher and
the school administration.

The first phase of wens in achieving all the I-
:is
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ities of an instructionally effective laboratory is that
of planning and organizing the facility. 'This in-
-dudes the design or plan of the space itself, and
plans for provision of services, such as illumina-
tion, etectrical service, ventilation, and plumbing.
It also iricludes arrangement of major equipment
and fUrniture in the work space, and detailed plan-
ning of such things as storage, safety, and color.

You may be involved in the planning phase of
laboratory organization in several ways. In some
cages, you may be a member of a planning group
charged with designing an entirely new vocational
education laboratory. The gloup may be com-
prised of teachers, an educational facilities spe-
ciafist,"a school administrator, and an architect.
Together, you-Would work out the basic require-
ments Of a facility-for an expanded vocational pro-.
gram or the vocational wing of a new school build-
ing.

You may need .to draw on your technical and
.teaching expertise in the process of writing the
educational' specifications, designing the floor
pier` specifying tools and equipment, and check-.
ing the final working drawing4. Because voca-
tional teachers are only Infrequently concerned
with drawing and planning new laboratories, these
Skills are not emphasized in this module.

It is more, likely, however, for a vocational
teacher to be hired for a teaching position and
assigned to work in an existing laboratory. If this is
the case, dne of the first things to be done is to
make a careful evaluation of the laboratory, docu-
ment any deficiencies, and draw up a plan for
improvement.

'Depending
on condi-
tions, the
neededim-
provemertts
may involvk
some re-

'modeling of 3-
the building, ,

repair or re-
furbishing 61
the ,facilities,
or rpiritR
rangement 4

of the major-
components within the laboretpry. If you are mak-

- ing tentative plans to update your program by add-
. ing a 'new technical operation or an important

piece of. equipment, you will also need to gb
through this planning process.

It is highly desirable that, at regular intervals of a
year or two, you make a complete e0aluation of the,

laboratory, and take all possible steps to correct
any poor conditions. This is`not as simple or as.

, routine as it may-appearAt-is-all too easy to become
accustomed to bad ventilation and deteriorating
lighting, for example, and not even be aware of it,
Teacher and students alike learn to step around a
hole in the floor and put up with a storage room
with insufficient shelving. A laboratory that was a
model of excellence ten years ago may be made
woefully inadequate by changes in technology or
school population, but the changes day have been
so gradual that they passed unnoticed.

You will need, therefore, to make the necessary
effort to plan for improvemegt, make the appropri-
ate people aware of the needs of the laboratory,
and fdllow up on the request for change: It is
certainly your urgent responsi ,ility (both moral
and legal) to notify the school dminiStration of
any conditions in the laborat ry that seriously
hamper instruction or posy a threat to the safety
and well-being of the stydents.

1, 4'Even in a situation in which your authority is
limited, there is. still much' that can be done to
make the laboratory an efficient place in which to
work and learn. You usually can control the light-
ing, rearrange furniture and tools, and organize
the storage of mat vials.

.*
You may find it (vorthwhile to invest your per-

sonal time arid effort in improving your laboratory,
by installing shelving, constructing tool panels,
painting wallS and equipment, or making drap-
eries. While such work cannot be considered a
recognized professional Obligation, it may pay
great dividends in terms,of teacher and student
satisfaction.

The size, shape, content, and organization of,
vocational laboratories vary widely. This depends
to a great extent on the nature of the occupations
for which students are being prepared. A home
economics cooking laboratory, an office machines
laboratbry, a horticulture potting shed, and an air-
craft engine -shop are very different front each
other indeed. Regardless of the area of prepara-
tion, however, there are many.. common con-
siderations in the planning and Organization of the
laboratory area.

It is important to remember that in planning and
organizing any laboratory facility, you must take,
the long-term view. Other teachers will be working
-in the laboratory in years to come, so the design
must be based on recognized principles and not
personal preferences. Chalkbdards should not be
installed near the floor just because the present -
teacher is shorter thapi\ average, and machints
should not be painted red and blue simply because
a teatty wants to display the school colors.

J
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organizing a laboratory. They work in it daily and

deficiencies. By closely observing students at
are almost directly affected Wits- benefits or

work, you may be able to see where they-are wast-
ing time or operating inefficiently. Students 4e

Oiten, students can be of considerable help in

usually quite creative in the art of finding
'.' shortcuts, avoiding unnecessary effort, and over-

. Coming difficulties. . .

Through class scussion, you should beable to
(get many speclf complaints about, the present

. Taboratoryfaciliti , and you may also receive
sdhie valuable suggestions. Hilt is approached as
something that will benefit them, students are-

;often enthusiastic about participating in a plan of

<
laboratory improvement. They can do such things
as help move equipment, install shelving) reor-
ganize the storage of materials, or even paint the
.machines.

,

'Educational'Faciars'in Labcsratory Planning

Plans for providing for the students; equipment,
and supplies in the laboratory must becontinually.
tested against some bpsic assumptions, princi-
ples, and PracticesAftfie vocationdi program. Mit
only should the laboratory be educationally sound
for the prepent program, it shoul&be able to.ac-
commodate program changes in the foreseeable
future as smoothly as possible: It is important.that
as Rlanning and organization iirogresS, the follow-
ing factors be kept constantly in mind.,

The laboratory
re

must foster the long-range goals
midpecific objective, of the vocational program.
If. a 'goal is "to provide more access to-vocational
education for handicapped students," the labora-
tory. should be planned to avoid obstacles for
wheelchairs, provide-wide aisles, permit operation
of machines whileseated, etc.

If a specific objective is "to train students in
microwave cocting," then the ptoper equipment
and space must be incorporated in the laboratory

'to do the job. Such planning assumes, of course,
that tpe goals and objectivesthave beeh clearly'
formalated,and written down. If this has not been
done, it should be accompirghed before any more
planning probeeds.

The units, lessons, and learning activities that
t are the content of the course will heTp,determine

- thequipment to be included in the laboratory and
the space required. Course outlines and unit plans
thus become important source materials fbr labo-
ratory planning.

The number of students to be scheduled in the
laboratory at any one) time, their age, and their
grade level are factors in laboratory organization.
A facility planned for 24 beginning students in
electricity may not be suitable.for 15 adults in a
course in color television service.

Probably the most importa4 educational factor
affecting the organization of the vocational labora-
tory is that of the teaching methods and approach
to be used. Teaching methods govern the amount
and kinds of space needed, the amount of dupli-
cate equipment required, and the way in which the
facilities ate organized. As you examine the labora- .

tory to determine its adequacy and efficiency, you
should- have a clear tdria \of the appropriate
methods to bb used for the subject matter tate
taught. Then you can compare the facilities with
the methods. Some broad guidelines for this

. evaluation follow. .

Clais lectures require either a separate dlE4s-
room, or tablet-arm chairs in the laboratory itself
Which take up a\ great deEil of valuable space.
Sometimes folding risers can be used so that
lectures the space can be used for project build-
Mg. Good acoustic Mnd it ions for intelligible
speech, are nebessaryi' A demonstratioh table,-1
chalkboard, and projectioh screen wilrUsually also
be ,needed.

Small-group .Instruction and demonstration
may take place around a conference table, in a
small and comfortable seating area, or around a
piece of equipmenU Major pieces of equipment

. may need more thanihe usual ix.* space around
them to allowyou totalk to asmall group of 84-

-dents as some technical process proceeds. kir .'

example, in a dental auxiliary program, the dental
\chairs should be spatted for group .observatiOn
'ma instruction. In a drafting prbgram, one large
drafting table-can be' set aside for group instruc-
tion and be providedwith generous viewing space
around it.

The project approach may need unusually large-
working and storage space. Building trades pro-

8, 4
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, grams may need great floor space, free of equip- 'Individualized vocational programs may need
ment, in which to construct, building sections. In fewer duplicate tooli and equipment because stu-
mild climates, outdoor work areas (perhaps pro - -dents -are less likely-to beel oi rig-all-the-same-things
tested by a roof) provide inexpensive work space. at the same time. 'The individualized program,
Exposure to the weather may provide students however, will probably require individual study
with some realistic occupational conditions. Bulky facilities in the laboratory. and several filing
.projects that require storage while they are under- cabinets for storing the learning packages (mod-
waV(e.g., furnitu re) may present special problems, u les).
requiring secure storerooms or balcony areas.

-
Instruction Through the nee of visual materials

If the laboratory revolves around live work for should be planned in most laboratories. A pull--.
:customers (e.g., cosmetology), there should be a dowrt screen should be installed in front of the
pleasant and comfortable, customer waiting area instruction seating, and any windows in the area
somewhat separate from the laboratory Older. equipped with opaque curtains so the room may
Live work involving such things as automobiles be completely darkened. A cabinet in thelabora-
and television sets-requires sedu re and pr'otected toryforstoringprojectorsandfilfnsi very helpful.
storage of the customers' property, t 40.

Techniquei of Planning

Sooner or later in the laboratory planning pro-
cess, you will teed to put your ideas down on
paper in some graphic form. I i easier to vi-
sualize what the laborat wi 1 loo like if you can
.work from a drawing, sketch, or mo el than if you
just have a vague mental picture of what you want
to accomplish.,

If you are trying to communicate your plans to
others, it is essential that youtave a graphic repre-
sentation to show them. Even when you want todo
some minor rearrangement, it is a lot more conve-
nient to change some lines on a sketch than it islo
move around a large piece of equipment trying to
find a place in which ,it Will fit. .

A sketch plan is'probably the simplest and best
way to get your ideas ,down on paper. A "Plan
View" is a view of a room or building drawn as if
the 700,11 hid been sliced through horizeintally,
about four feet above the floor level, and the top
section lifted away. Looking straight down at a
plan, you can see the outer walls and inner parti-
tioks with their windoWs and doors. You can also
see low cabinets, machines lir other equipment
on the floor, and major piece% of furnitore. (See
Figtire 1.)*

On'the plan, you can indicate with symbols the
electrical outlets and plumbing fixtures if this is
important to your planning. Simple bold,lines are
all that are needed, and even a fairly crude sketch
plan. is better than no drawing at all.

To be most helpful to you, the plan view should
be drawn to'scale; that is, the drawing on paper
should be in proportion to the actual room. You
can do this by using a ruler and letting a fiaction of
an inch on the drawing represent a foot in the real
laboratory (1 /sin. equals 1 ft. is a convenient scale).

9

Another technique is to do the drawing on graph
paper -that is already ruled in small squares. YObi
.can let the
side of each
square rep-
resent one
foot, or six
inches, or
some °the?
convenient
'measure. It is
relatively
,easy therit.to
draw the
main fea-
tures of tho
room and
equipment
using heavy pencil
'straightedge.

In order to make any scale drawing of an existing
laboratory y0t., will, of course~, need to know the
dimensionsiof the room. A measuring tape (soft. or
100 ft. in tength),, is very helpful to have for this
purpose, but a yardstick will do7

There are several other useful devices to help
you to make good sketch plans. A T square and

grap paper
to draw to scale 4

without,computatlon

lines, either freehand or with a

_

1-()

7-,

T square and Ariangle
to help you draw
vertical and horizontal lines





triangle will help you draw vertical and horizontal
lipes neatly and accurately. Plastic templates.(pat-

. .terns), available from art supply and book stores;
make it easy to draw standard shapes such as
circles,squares, and rectangles to represent labo-
ratory features and equipment. If you want to ex-
perirnent with different machine or furniture ar-
rangements, you can cut pieces of heavy",card-

, board or illustration board in scale to represent
the equipment. YoU can theh move the pieces

plastic templates

- to outline standard
shapes easily

r
Instructional Resource Center,

around on the plan to arrive at the best arrange-
ment.

For even
more fun,
make simple
scale models
9f equipment
out of play or
cut them
from large
bars of soap,
and use
them to help
you visualize
your labors-

models clay, wood,'ororgani- moes of soap, cay, woo;or

zation cardboard to represent equipment

The soap Model doesfl't have to look exactly like a
dental chair or printing press; it just needs to have
the same proportions and general shape.

Ccfn-temporary vocational curricula are moving
toward more individualization, greater responsibil-
ity of the student for.his/her own education, and
packaged or modularized instrUctional materiak
This means that the vocatiotial laboratory should
be dlanned-and organized.to facilitate such ac-
tivities. The instructional 'anct.study areas should,
thusbe an integral part of the laboratory, or be in
Such close proximity that students can move freely7
back and,forth among the study, conference: and
skills areas as learping experiences require..

An instructional resource center (or learning
center) is the place wheieqtudent may conve-
niently work on the cognitive (knowledge).aspects
of laboratory learning. It is a placeto read; view, or
listen to instructional media individually, consult
reference material; solve technical problems;
draw; and .

From the resource center, the student can

ti

4

: .

quickly go to the skills area to verify the study by
testing out a process, using an instrument, or
operating a machine. If a problem, arises, or more
\knciwledge is needed, it is a simple matter fOr the.
student to move back to he resource center for
further study:

There are some advantages tb.locating the voca-
tional resource center outside the laboratory in a
central location where it may be sharedy several
occupational programs. However, a resource Gen- d
ter -right within the laboratory can be of greater '
benefit to student. It is close to laboratory eq
ment, and the teacher is immediately available
help and direction. Most existing vocational
laboratories Can accommodate a resource enter
by rearranging the facilities and adding some fur- IL
nitu re suitable for study activities. A reSource.cen-
ter within the laboratory need riot belarge or ex.:
tensile, but..it should be well planned. '

,4
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The following are some recommendations for
organizing and equipping an instructional re-

- source center in a vocational laboratory.
°`Retsw. The area seledted should be out of the main

laboratory traffic patterns, reasonably quiet,
but easily accessible to the teacher to check

on student progress and to answer questions.
It is best to have some kind of gemi.:davider
(perhaps a countertop cabinet).

'There should Be generous general illumina-
tion. and attragive colors to provide a
stimulating atmosphere, if Rossible, a' car-
peted floor should be used le-enhance the
appearance and control noise..
There should be study space for about 25 per-

, .cent of the class at any one time. ,

r Small study:tables and adjacent bookshelves

t

Pshould be rovided. Better yeari7ndividual
study carrels with a built-in shelf and light.

L

More and more instructional materials in-
clude media. A fulll developed resource cen-
ter should have a cassette tape player with
headphones, filmstrip and/or slide protector,
and a videotape player, if possible.
Storage for the media materials may be in the
ibtm of a lockable forage cabinet oc open
"pigeonhole" boxes. In either case, it needs to
-be organized to permit easy access-10 the
desired material.

The resource center can be a 'specially remod-
eled area of the laboratory, complete with new
furniture and complex media devidee, Or, it can be
a simple affair made up of standard school equip-
ment begged, borrowed, or bartered for the pur-
pose. Most vocational laboratory teachers should
be able to reorganize their facilities so as to be able
to provide this valuable learning area for their stu-
dents.

.13
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Simulating Occupational Conditions

Wherever it is possible, it is desirable to make the
school vocational laboratory similar/to occupa-
tional Standards and to actual conditions in the
working world. A. realistic school laboratory can
more effectively prepare students for the job,
.minimizethe adjustments needed as the stactent
enters the occupation; and create positive associa-
tions between working anti leering. To reor-
ganize a
laboratory so
that it 'more
accurately'

;simulates
'real -world
conditions,
you can draw
on your per-
sonal occu-
pational ex-
perience. '

You can-also
go out into
the field to
observe.
present conditions and practices in shops, offices,
or stores. In addition, your occupational advisory'
committee can give you up-to-date information
about hovi you might reorganize your laboratory.

School laboratories can be made to simulate
occupational conditions in'the following ways.

Select the same tyl5es of eqtipment as used in
the occupation, in terms of size and capability,
function, and mode of operation. OutModed
equipment or special "school type!' light-duty

;
Laboratory Arrangement

\ .

machinery make it difficult for students to
learn resent occupational practice.

mUse at ials and supplies comparable with
those used, in the occupation. In indu,strial
drafting roo, , for example, use tracing
films; do not ha students do their work on
manila paper.
Arrange machines ancqUipment in,patterns
similar to those on the job. If cooking, pots
are hung above the range in a commercial
kitchen, the food sbrvice laboratory can use a
similar arrangement, even if it detracts some-
what from a neat appearance.
'Create an atmosphere similar to that in the
occupation by sensitive selection of color
schemds, furnishings, and room arrange-
ments. A child care laboratory-can seem like
the best of day care centers, and a food ser-
vice area can simulate an attractive cafe with
flowers on the tables and piped-in music.

Simulation can, of course, be carried too far.
There is no point in simulating dirty or disor-
ganized working conditions, even if such condi-
tions exist in the occupatioh. The school labora-
tory is designed for different objectives than shops
in business and industry. The laboratory's prime
function is that of instruction, while the shop's
purpose is that of production. A dental assistaht's
laboratory the size of a dentist's offipe would ac-
commodate only a few students ... an aircraft
mechanics laboratory designed jo duplicate a.ser-
vice bay for a Boeing 747 would be unfeasible to
say the least. You should attempt simulation,
guided by your common sense.

i Not only must a vocational laboratory-be well
I equipped, but the equipment must be placed in an

arrangement that will allow work to go on
efficiently, conveniently, safely, and pleasantly.
Even teachers in existing laboratories have oppor-
tunities to improve the facility by doing some
minor or major reorganization. Though the rec-
ommendations and requirements for laboratory
arrangements will withwith thespecific occupa-
tional area,1there are a number of general princi-
ples that hold true for any facility.

itost laboratories are rectangular in shape, usu-
about twice as long as they are wide. This is an

efficient design, relatively easy to organize, and
effective in operation, There should.be at least two
doorsfor student safety as ,well as convenience

in accepting service and deliveries. Ideally, there
should be no colum ns or other structural members
to obstruct the floor area- _

There should bean adequateamount &space in
the laboratory to provide for the expected labora-
tory activities and the number of students enrolled.
The definition of "adequate" varies greatly with the
occupational program. Light work confined to a
desk or worktable may require as little as 30 square
feet per student. With a class of 20 students this
would mean about 600 square feet, or a laboratory
space (not including storage) 18 feet wide and 34
feet long.

For laboratories where moderately active work
takes place (e.g., typewriter repair), about 50

13
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_square feet per student is required., Heavy work
(e.g., mine equipment maintenance) may need 100
or.more square feet for each student. Some pro-
grams may require additional outdoor space (e.g:,
an outdoor play area for a child care program, a
fenced area fof vehicle storage in a automotive
services program). (For some recommended labo-

-.ratory, spaces, see Figure 2.)

Students and teachers usually move around a
great deal in a laboratory. They move from one
machinelo another, carry stock, get tools and in-
strurnents, and move their job to a workbench.
These typical movements create patterns, called
traffic patterns; that should be taken into ton-
sideration in organizing the laboratory. You should
anticipate the traffic patterns and place tools and
equipment so that

wide lanes are provided for major traffic
students Can move to get tools or stock with-
out disrupting others' work

ft travel distances between major work stations
and to supply areas are as short as possible'
you can travel in relatively straight lines to be
at hazard areas quickly
the path from danger areas (e.g., metal cast-
ing) to exits is short and clear
long materials (e.g., lumber) can be, carried
from supply rack to work place without turn-
ing sharp corners and endangering students

Well-planned walk space and short traffic pat-
terns, can be significant factors in (1) conserving
your-energy as you move about,thelaboratory, (2)4
making the work progress efficiently, with as little
wasted time as 'possible, (3) providing a safe work-

. sing environment for students, and (4) preventing
unnecessary disruptions and disciphe problems
among students.

Somewhat related to traffic patterns are sight
lines. Ideally,, when you are working in the labora-
tory, you should be able to see all activity areas
from -any spot in the room. This permits you to
observe every student at work and to take action to
correct unsafe situations or see which students
need help.

It is not always possible, of course,°to have clear
sight lines to every' area of the laboratory. For ex-
ample, the teacher of photography will no`( be able
to see what is developing in the darkroom from
bther areas of the laboratory.In order to maintain
tight lines in the laboratory, the followingplanning
guidelines f hould be used.

Plan the laboratbry for a simple rectangular
shape; avoid L shapes or separate rooms.
Eliminate posts, columns, or other structural
members; if they can't be eliminated, keep
them as small as possible.
Do not construct dividers, Partitions:Ar tool
panels in Places where they will obstruct the
view, though open dividers may be satisfac-
tory.
Large pieces, of equipment or storage cabi-
nets can be placed against a wall where they
will not be anobstruction.

Not only should you be able to see what is going
on in all parts of the laboratorybut you should be
able to hear at well. A machine giving, off the
wrong sound because it is malfunctioning or being
improperly,operated should "catch your attention
instantly. In so'me,situation's (e.g., role-playing ac-
tivities in distributive education), it is important for
you td hear comments and responies between
students as they work together: Generally, if ex-
traneous noise is controlled and good lines of vis-
ion prevail, you should be able to hear readily
enough.

The space around each work station should be
adequate for the type of work to be ,done there.
Small, close work (e.g., watch repair),requires very
little extra space around the workbench because
the job is basically self-coplained. Other opera-
tions.requiring processing of large-size materials
(e.g., cutting-a full 4 x 8 sheet of plywood on a table
saw) requ ire a great deal of free space surrounding
the machine.

Some operations should have an unobstructed
safety zone in a particirlar area-in case of excessive
heat, sparks, ar malfunctions. For example, the
table saw should have about 20feet of united area
immediately behind the blade in case a piece of
wood is thrown violently backward. As you figure
work 'Space fir a particular work station or
machine, determine (1) whdther more than one
*person will bworking there at the same time, (2)
how much space is required for the convenient
and safe movement of the student and (3) the
maximum size of the material to ,be used at the
station.

Th2 plan drawings in Figura3 showa
undesirable L-shaped laboratory area with many
built-in problerris. Plan I indicates problemS of
traffic flow, lack of security, and difficulty of

,teacher control. Plan II shows what might be done
With a minimum of effort to improve the situation.

':15
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FIGURE 2

ENDED-LABORATORY SPACE
D OCCUPATION PROGRAMS1
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Storage

You need to store many things in your lab-
oratories. Student supplies,, materials, small tools,
instruments,.speciat equipment, student projects,
instructional materials and devices, and school
records all must have convenient, safe, and ap-
propriate storage. If storage is inadequate or of the
wrong kind, the situation creates problems for you.

There are several things you as a laboratory
teacher should do about storage needs.

1. Determine the type of items that require stor-
age in your occupational program.

2. Identify -he special storage requirements for
each of the types of items.
Survey the storage facilities available in the
existing laboratory for eacp type of material,
and determine the adequecy of the facilities

4. Prepare plans for improving storage in the
laboratory.

5. Implement the plans by changing the storage
facilities, and/or present your needs to the
school administration.

.Each vocational education area has its own par-
ticular storage needs and problems. A beginning
teacher will identify these special needs by draw-
ing on his/her knowledge abd experience in the
occupation,,py visiting other successful laboratory
teachers in the area and discussing commorrprob-
lems, and by reading journals devoted to that
phase of vocational education. Common to all vo--
cational areas, however, are (1) the need for con-
venient storage tq minimize the effort needed to
handle and control the material, (2) the need:for
safety in the storage of hazardous substances, (3)
the need for security from damage or Unau-
thorized use, and (4) the need for an adequate
amount of storage fopresent and future use. Fol-
lowing are somesspecific guidelines for planning
laboratory storage facilities.

3,

Materials storage should be convenient to the
service entrance through whichy;A delivered, and
close to the point of use in the 1.6oratory. It should
not be necessary to carry large materials through
the working area. It should also be easy for you to
locate the needed supplies quickly and take inven-
tory of the stock accurately and conveniently.

Materials should be visible and organized, not
stacked behind each other on shelves or stored in
difficult to reach places. Storage spaces should be
well lighted. A metals supply rack, for example,
should be located so the long bars can come
straight in the service entrance, ancifthe material
sorted by type of metal and size so any desired
piece can be located quickly.

Many vocational areas use materials and
supplies that require specific safe storage condi-
tions. The materials maybe flammable, explosive,
toxic, corrosive, or have other hazardous charac-
teristics. Examples of these kinds of materials are
tanks of welding gases, acids, paints, and solvents.

Local fire codes involving these kinds of mate-
rials must be complied with. typically, flammable
liquids should be stored in a concrete storage
room, outside the laboratory proper. The regula-
tions of the Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration (OSHA) describe the required storage
facilities for all such material. Every vocational
teacher should obtain a copy of OSHA regulations
from the agency's regidnal office and follow the
regulations scrupulously.

Some laboratory materials need to be stored in
controlfed conditions if they are to maintain their
quality and perform properly., Food, and photo-
graphic film should be stored at fair4y low tempera-
tures. Furniture lumber and printing papers need
to be stored in conditidns,of controlled humidity.
Cleanliness is a special requirement foi- storing
office supplies and photographic supplies.

Certain drugs and chemicalshould be kept in a
dark place. Extreme precision tools and equip-
ment (e.g., the gauge blocks used in tool and die
making) must be kept at a uniform temperature if
they are to function accurately. You will need to
determine the materials in yoUr laboratory that re-
quire such special storage.

It. is becoming increasingly important to safe-
guard materials and supplies from theft-Joss, or
misuse. Almost all materials in the laboratory are
subject to abuse of some kind, but there are par-
ticular problems in some vocational areas.

Gold and other precious metals used in a dental
technician program need 'safe storage. Health oc-.

1 6 1 s'
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,cupations laboratories must take extremely thor-
ough precautions in the storage of drugs, hyper-
dermic needles, and syringes; and should control
them asihey are controlled in a hospital. Small and
valuable electronics parts, valuable metals, and
expensive small tools and instruments may need
to be kept in locked storage cabinets.

Central storerooms serving several laboratories,
and tool rooms located within a single laboratory
are losing favor among vocational teachers. Tool
panels located near the work stations where they
will be used are usually much more efficient. If
there is a specially designed and designated hold-
er for each tool or instrument, the student cart
locate it quickly and you can make a check of the
panel conveniently and accurately at the end of the
class period. Sdme tools and instruments, of

The Laboratory Environment

course, may be too delicate, or large, or expensive
to be placed on an open panel.

There are several techniques that you may use to
get the most out of the storage space that is avail-
able in the laboratory.

Use the space under workbenches for storage
of bulk and sheet materials.
Store long and light materials (e.g.; molding,
plastic rods) vertically instead of horizontally.
Use outdoor space to store'weatherproof ma-
terials that are needed only infrequently.
Cut large stock and divide bulk materials into
the smaller sizes that will actually be needed
by students, storing the small materials on
shelves or in cabinets.

k

You have direct responsibility for the environ-
mental conditions in the laboratory. It is important
that the environment be one that is conducive to
student learning and that is a safe and healthy one
in which to work. The factors that must be con-
sidered in planning and providing for a good envi-
ronment are (1) illumination, (2) atmospheric con-
ditions, (3) acoustics agd sound control, and (4)
aesthetics and color. Laboratories that are noisy,
dark, uncomfortable, or ugly cannot provide the
setting necessary for efficient learning Dr pleasant
associations with the work of the occupation.

In some school situations, you may have only
limited control over these conditions. The custo-
dian may regulate the temderature and room venti-
lation, while acoustics and room appearance may
be integral with the building and difficult to rm-
prove..In any case, however, you should .check
existing conditions, compare them with the ideal,
and develop some plan for any needed, improve-,
ment.

The plan may simply be to document the needs
and present them to the school administration (or
school evalUation committee), or gradually to seek
resources and permission to get the job done. You
need to work cooperatively with the custodial staff
to be sure that all the service systems are working
properly and that the environmental requirements
of the laboratory are being met as well as posOble.

Another sound problem is that of poor acous-
tics. If tkound is reflected by walls and ceiling, and
reverberation times are long, speech becomes un-
intelligible. Beverberation is the continuation of
the sound after the source has stopped. Hard sur-
faced building materials, such as concrete and tile,
reflect sound and increase the echos. Carpets,

draperies, and acoustically treated ceilings are the
standard remedies for reflected sound.

Illumination
Orre basic factor in organizing any vocational

laboratory is that of providing proper lighting for
the work to be done there. li\sufficient or improper
illumination can be depressing to students, cause
fatigue, be a safety hazard, and lead to errors or
poor quality work. If nothing more, you should b'e

:[\VVX -1:mcvAc.' J.
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able to maintain reasonable illumination by (1)
making sure the lighting system is functioning
properly, (2) turning on lights when they are
needed, (3) having bulbs and tubes replaced with
the appropriate type as needed, and (4) having
tubes and fixtures cleaned at regular intervals.
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The lighting in the' laboratory should be suf-
ficie-nt for the type of work being done. Simple
tasks which involve manipulating large objects re-
quire only a normal level of illumination, while fine
and accurate work requires high level illumination
There-are detailed tables available showing rec-
ommended lighting standards for almost all fields
of work. If you are interested, you may consult this
information. However, the standards are stated in
foot-candles, a unit of measure that requires the
use of alight meter tadetermine. A more general
description of lighting needs follows.

Very Low Lighting
T.V. viewing
storage rooms

Moderate Lighting
waiting lounges
conferenge rooms

Good General Lighting
classrooms
reading
assembly processes

High Level Lighting
drafting
sewing

a inspection
Very Bright Lighting

extra fine assembly
color identification
very severe visual task's

The amount of light is not the only important
factor in providing good lighting; the quality of the
light should also be considered Natural light pro-
vided by nerth windows is, in general, excellent,
but it is obviously affected by weather conditions
and time of day In addition, recent trends in energy
conservation tend to reduce window sizes Good
general illumination is free of glare and even, with
low contrast between the work area and ihe back-
ground. Well-designed fluorescent lighting can
provide this.

The color characteristics Qf the light should be
chosen for the type of laboratory. This can be done
by selecting the appropriate tube,or bulb. Flapres.
cent lighting Pubes, for example, are available in.
several types that re slightly different color

'characteristics. The 'cool white" type is the kind
hide

`Usually used' for general classroom illumination,
and has a natural and pleasing balance of white
light. "Warm white" is somewhat pinkish in tone,
while "daylight" tubes are blesigned \to simulate
natural 'noon light as closely as possible The
common household light bulb (the incandescent
bulb) gives a warm light in a concentrated area
Following are some examples of lighting situa-
tions.

Food service areas should use "warm white"
fluorescent tubes to make foods (especially
meat) look more ap tizing.
Cosmetology laborat ries also use 'warm
white" light because flesh tones are more ap-
pealing.
Reading and general classroom work should
be lighted by "cool.white" tubes. /
Colors are most accurately rendered in "cool
white" or "daylight" illumination. Textile labo-
ratories, f.shion design laboratories, and
graphic arts Shops should have "daylight" il-
lumination available.
Incandescent bulbs can be Used to provide an
intense spot of lig for demanding visual(hi
tasks or for displa .

Special lights may be required for certain
technical processes (e g., orange or red safe-
lights for photographic processing., ultraviolet
light for metal inspection, specialql.uoIescent
light for stimulating plant growth)

Atmospheric Environment
Laboratories that are too hot or too cold, badly

ventilated, or with humidity that is too high or too
low cause students to be physically uncomfortable
and thus present a less than ideal environment for
learning. In severe conditions, the laboratory envi-
ronment may actually pose a threat to the health of

Ntudents and teacher alikb. It is your responsibility
to see that student health is not jeopardized by
potentially harmful dust, exhaust emissions,
fumes, and gases that may originate in the labora-
tory.

The best laboratory. atmosphere will be one in
which-the air is clean and odorless and free of
harmful gases. The air will be continually moving
but without sharp drafts, at an appropriate tem-
perature for the activities taking place in the room,,
and at a comfortable level of humidity. In spite of
modern heating and cooling systems andspecially
designed exhaust systems, such an atmosphere is
not always easy to achieve. The situation is not
helped any by the fact that some vocational
laboratories are in quarters not originally planned
for them. For example, what may be a satisfactory
heating and ventilating system for a standard
classroom may be woefully inadequate for an ac-
tive laboratory.

The optimal temperature for a laboratory will
vary with the type of work. Very active, heavy work
je g., masonry, foundry) may best be done at 65 F.,
or even loWer. Inactive, dight, and very accurate
work (e g., watch repair, drafting) requires a room
at about 72(F. Hurnedily (if it can be regulated at all)
should geherally be maintained at about 30 per-
cent for maximum comfort and,health,
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Many laboratories have their own problems of
ventilation. The technical processes involved in
some occupations produce excessive heat, fumes,
and noxious odors that must be removed from the
environment as quickly as they occur. The stan-
dard practice is to install a metal collector hood

. over the source area and use an exhaust fan to vent
the fumes to the outside. In the case of dust, a
central vacuum system is often used, with inlets
placed in several locations in the laboratory and
the dust collected in large cloth bags that must be
emptied periodically. It is not a satisfactory solu-
tion to simply disperse the pollutants by moving
the air through the laboratory with a circulating
fan.

Among the special environmental problems in
vocational laboratories are the following.

Toxic fames may be irritating, debilitating, or
even lethal. They must be removed quickly
and thoroughly by exhaust systems. Ex-
amples are: welding (particularly with some
metals such as zinc), photographic and clean-
ing chemicals, gasoline engine exhaust emis-
sions, and certain adhesives.
Smoke and particles in the air must not only
be removed from the source, but should be
filtered out of the air. This problem exists in
food -preparation, spray painting, and wood-
worki
Excessive heat is usually readily dealt w- ith by
simple exhaust systems. This condition often 4
occurs in metal founiry, food preparation,
and dry cleaning laboratories.
Strong odors, though they may not be haz-
ardous, are very unpleasant and should be
controlled before they affect the rest of the
School. Removing the source and exhausting
the air are the usual remedies.
Many technical processes require,very strictly
regulated conditions of temperature and/or
humidity. Exams are: furniture finishing
with lacquers, plant growing areas in orna-
mental horticulture, and Chocolate candy
making. Laboratories in which these"kinds of
activities take place must be planned to in-
clude the specialized equipment needed to
maintain the required environmental condi-
tions (e.g., humidifiers, dehumidifierg, auxil-
iary heaters, air conditioning and refrigeration
equipment, blowers, etc.).

Sound Control
Where students are actively

machines are in operation, there
some noise. The crucial matter
sou nd at a level that is not fatiguing

working and
is going,to be
is to keep the
or harmful, and

. 20

that allows students and teacher to communicate
easily and accurately Since a considerable pro-
portion of instruction is through speech, if stu-
dents. can't hear clearly, they willmhave diffithlty
learning.

Continuous loud noise inside the laboratory can
be more serious than is usually realized. Common
responses to nete are irritability, tension, and ina-
bility to concentrate. Prolonged exposure-to high
noise levels can causetemporary hearing loss, and

eventuglly, perimanent damage. This kind of noise
is often given off by electrically powered machines
such as wood routers, saws, and planers, and by,
small gasoline engines.

Machine noise may be controlled Oy surround-
ing the motor with fiberglass or similar insulation.
Ore, it may be controlled by mounting the machine
on pads (like cork) to prevent the noise and vibra-
tion from being transmitted to the floor. It may be
possible to build an enclosure, covered on the
interior with acoustic material, for a noisy fna-
chine. In clean liooratory° areas, carpeting the
floor can bring down the noise level significantly. If
noise control can't be built into the laboratory facil-
ity, students will have to be required to wear tar-
protection devices.

Atirattive Environment
It may seem that a vocational laboratory need

ncithe physically attractive as long as it allows the
students to learn the skills of the occupatjQn.
There a however, some genuine benefits to hav7
ing a working environment that is pleasing in its
order and proporthans, colorful, and varied in ma-,
terials.

Students should work in a setting that is at least
of the standards that apply in the occupation so

21
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they become familiar with the setting and as-
sociate with it. Learning in surrOuniiings that are
attractive generafes good feeling and pleasant as-
sociations so stUdents will want to gontinde learn-
ing, rather than escape from it, Careful selection of
coldr can affect students psychologically and can
have a beneficial stimulating effect. In ybur.efforts
to improve the laboratory, you can organize furni-
tureiand equipment to present an ordered appear-
ance, select colors for walls when the laboratory is
periodically- repainted, and acti simple touches
such as plants or posters to.enhance an otherwise
sterile setting.

Colors, in particular, have an important effect on
the appearance of the laboratory. Some colors
tend to soothe and relax, others stimulate and ex-
cite, while still others depress and irritate. Yellow
appears cheerful, reds are stimulating, blue calrhs
and appears cool, and green has pleasant associa-
tions with nature.

Applied to a laboratory, lighter colors- tend to
make the room seem larger, dark`colors make it

Laboratory Planning Sequence

/

appear smaller. Warm colors (the ye lows, browns,
and reds), suggest hospitality, friendliness, and
security. The cool greens and blues, on the other
hand, are associated with efficiency and accuracy.
You may ,create the psychological .environment
you desire by carefully selecting colors for the
various parts of the laboratory.

You may be a teacher in a new professional,
position or a continuing teacher ready to add a
new instructional area to the vocational program.
Or, you may be a teacher who simply wants to
reevaluate and review the adequacy et his/her
laboratory instruction. You will need to establish a
logical sequence of work in order to take all factors
into consideration and arrive at a rational labora-
tory plan. The following is a suggested planning
sequence for reorganizing an existing facility.

1. Review the statements of educational goals
and objectives for your vocational program.

2. List the learning activities that are to take
place in the laboratory.

3. Examine the. equipment an'd supply- lists for
the projected learning activities.
/eetermine all the major dimensions of the
xisting facility, including storage. rooms,

doors, windows. Use a measuring tape to

41.4)btain

reasonably accurate measurements.
. Figure the total square footage of the labo-

ratory, divide by the anticipated,student en-
rollment to determine adequacy of the
spacen terms of square feet per student.

6.. On graph paper or using a drawing board,
make a plan drawing of outside walls, parti-
tions, storerooms to scale. Indicate lication
of doors and windows.

7. On the drawing, indicate the other perrnia:

A
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nently fixed-objects in the laboratory (e.g.,
sinks, counters, very large machines, gas
Imes, exhaust fans, hydraulic lifts, etc.).

-8. Determine the approximate boundaries of
each of the desired activity areas to be in-
clavied in the laboratory.

9. Arrange the furniture and equipment on the
plan drawing. Use scaled patterns or modelS
of the equipment. Consider relationship of
the storage of tools and materials, sequence
orroperations, safety zones, operation
space, traffic lanes. Experiment with many
alternative arrangements. When the ar-
rangement has been decided on, draw the
outlineS of the furniture and equipment on
the plan view. Label each piece.

10. petermine location of auxiliary equipment
and facilities (e.g., tool panels, supply ks,
chalkboard, display, etc.).

11. If applicable, decide on color schemes for
walls, equipment, furniture, carpeting.

12. Prepare a set 9f notes giving information
about procedures' for implementing the
raboratory organization plan. This may in-
clude any necessary remodeling, additional
equipment, new furnishings, painting and
cleanup, a d moving.

13. Prepare a st -by-step plan for completincf
the reorganize and improved lagratory.

Yj
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SELF-CHECK

Obtain a copy of the regulations of the- QQcupational Safety and Health
Administration. This government document, called Occupational Safety
and Health Standards, is available to you by writing or telephoning the local
area office of OSHA nearest you. The location and number can be found in
city telephone directories under U.S. Government, Department of Labor.
Copies of this publication are also available in the Governnient Documents
section of university libraries.

Read the contents page to beSome familiar with the organization of the
document, then read the sections deafing with the materials or equipment
commonly used in your specific vocational education lAboratory.

For more information on the principles and procedures involved in plan-
ning and organizing a vocational laboratory, you may wish to read Storp,
Managing the Occupational Education Laboratory, pp. 33-81.

You may wish VS view the slide/We presentation, "Organizing and Mani-
taming. the Vocational Laboratory."

The following items .check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Organizing the Vocational Laboratory, pp. 6-21 Each of
the seven iterns requires,a shOrt essay-type response. Please explain fully,
but briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of eachltem.

1. There are many things to confider when planning, your vocational facilities. One of the most
'important is ensuring that the facilities themselves will meet educational needs and requirements
What does this mean to you as a vocational teacher as you begin planning for improving your own
laboratory?

/
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2. Probably few laboratory teachers feel that they have enough space in the laboratories for all the
things that need to be done there. How can you determine whether in your specific program you have

. adequate space (if it were used efficiently) or whether you have legitimate grounds to ask your school
administration for an addition t6 your laboratory?

1.

J
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3. What principles of planning should you use to determine the kinds of storage space you need in thehe
.

laboratory for your occupational service area? . A
...-.Jr -..1

, s

4,

4

4. Perhaps you have heard vocational teachers say, "The ventilation and noise in my laboratory are
really bad, but the students and I get used to it after awhiteAnd never notice it." Does this statement
agree with what you know about good environments for learning? Explain your respOnse.

or-

4
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5. Quppose that in your training program there are atieast some operations or processes that involve
very concentrated tasks requiring fine or very accurate workmanship. How does his affect the design
find organization yos r laboratory?

4.6

6. If a fellow teacher were having some discipline problems with his or her class, how could this teacher
organize the laboratory facility to help minimize the chances for behavior problems?

J
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7. After the students have reft for the day, you wander over to the laboratory next to yours for a bit of
relaxed conversation. The teacher pushes some papers off a chair and motions for yo0 to sit down

she_heats-water for tea over a bunsen burner. As you and Daisy Rafferty have your tea together,
your mention that you have 'some ideas for improving your laboratory and are/going to read the
regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to be su're that your lab

meets their safety requirements.

Daisy tosses her used tea.6ag at the wastebasket (and misses), then replies, "I wouldn't bother about
OSHA. That's for industries, not schoolsand besides, they'll never come around here to check up,
so Why should we worry? We can't do anyThing about these labs anyway 'that's the school board's
responsibility."

Ho would you respond?

2'1
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, however, you should_ have covered the same major points

MODEL ANSWERS
1 You must remember as you plan your labora-

tory that the most important concern is that of
furthering the instruction of students The labo-
ratory is not designed for your use or to please
the 'administration. Plans for reorganizing or
replanning a vocational laboratory must begin
with a clear conception of the goals and opjec-
tives of the specific occupational trainirt pro-

' gram, and planning must be done to make the
laboratory help in the achievement of these ob-
jectives.

Another educational requirement that should
dictate. the nature of the facilities is that of the
teaching approach to be used. The laboratory
should facilitate using the selected instruc-
tional methods. The student project method
may call for large areas of open floor space,
while the individualized competency-based
-approach should have individual study carrels
in the laboratory for student use.

All aspects of the design and organization of
the laboratory should be concerned with the
welfare of students and teacher. Anything that
hampers learning, such as noise, confusion,
or inadequate lighting, should be corrected.
Laboralones should help make learning easier
and more pleasantnot more difficult. If fulfill-
ing these edupational requirements entails the
expenditure of Money or effort, then these re-
sources sh6uld somehow be found

2 Determining whether or not you have adequate
space in your laboratory need not be a matter of
guesswork or personal preference. There is a
definite procedure that will help
1. Measure the existing laboratory space and

determine its major dimensions. Do not in-
clude the storage areas.

2 Calculate the total square footage (area) of
the laboratory In a rectangular room figure
the length times the width, in feet In an ir-
regularly shaped space you may have to
figure small areas separately and add them
all together.

3. Estimate the maximum number of students
that will be enrolled in any one class.

Th

4. Divide the total square footage of the labora-
tory by the number of students.

5. Compare the result with the recommended
standards of square feet per student for your
specific laboratory subject. (Consult Figure
2, or the reference given there )

6 If the space is adequate, or even generous,
consider yourselt fortunate. If it is inade-
quate take steps to limit enrollment or,
much better, acquire additional space

3 Not only should a laboratory have sufficient
storage space, it should also have the right
kinds of storage for tools, materials, equip-
ment, andsprojects. As you plan, for storage, the
first step is to identify all the materials t9 be
used in the program that will require storage of
some kind. From this list, it should be possible
to identify the special storage conditions that
are required, whether this is a matter of security,
safety, atmospheric conditions, or size.

It may be easier to determine the storage needs
of the materials than to determine the kinds of
storage that will satisfy those needs. You may
want to consult OSHA guidelines if the problem
is one of storing hazardous materials. It is also
helpful to consult the literature of the occupa-
tional area, draw on personal experience in in-
dustry, or visit other laboratories With exem-
plary facilities. Other standard references for
building construction, such as Architectural
Graphic Standards, can also suggest solutions
to storage problems.

4. You may become accustomed to_conditions,
and you may no longer consciously notice the
problems, but your body is affected nonethe-
less The wrong temperature, poor air quality,
or inadequate lighttend to create physical and
psychological difficulties. Students may suffer
loss.of interest, tension, depression, or inability
to concentrate, and no qne may realize that the
cause is the environment of the laboratory it-
self. Excessive noise, for example, may have
very definite ill effects even though-you claim
that you don't hear it anymore.

2$6



The quality of the laboratory environment
shOuld be assessed on as Objective a basis as
possible. If necessary, you can measure the
light in the room, check the temperature, and

measure the. humidity. Noise levels (and their
effects) and air quality are more difficult to de-
termine, so it may actually help if an outside
observer is called in to make an objective
evaluation of these conditions. The laboratory
environment must be obviously wholesome,
not simply tolerable.

5: The requirements for each such demanding
eh task may be somewhat different, but in general

there are some design considerations that
should be considered. For fine and accurate
work, very high light levels are needed, free of
glare and with little contrast between the work
and background.

The laboratory area where the demanding tasks
are done should be as quiet as possible be-

. cause noise interferes with condentratiom It
should also be free of distraction and disrup-
tion, so an isolated or separated area may need

to be provided. Because the student will be
relatively inactive when doing the work, there
should be a gently moving flow of air of the right
temperature. All of these factors will have to be
considered when the laboratory is organized.

6. A poorly.organized laboratory may actually be
conducive to poor behavior, while a thought-
fully planned one can minimize behavior prob-
lems. Reorganizing the laboratory is not likely
to change a disruptive group of students to
quiet and conscientious workers, but it can
help. There are a number of things your fellow
teacher can. do to the laboratory.

Check that he/she can see student activity
in all parts of the room from any place in

the room. Fiemove-any obstacles to vision
and hearing.
Locate his/her desk or work station so that
it controls the entrances and exits to the
laboratory.
Locate tool panelg and storage so they are
a short distance and in a direct line from
work stations to prevent students fromglis-
turbing each other-as they pass.

- Desigrrlool panels that can be readily
checked. Keep hazardous or valuable

-items in secure storage.

Provide wide aisles and clear walkways so
he/she can move quickly to a trouble spot.
Control machine noise by padding and/or
Insulation. Noise begets more noise, which
leads to difficulty in learning.

7. Daisy seems to be grabbing at any excuse, to
avoid thinking about her laboratciry. She needs
to understand that the safety guidelines and
regulations of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration do indeed apply to
school laboratories, and they havethe force of
law.

Up to this time, the major enforcement effort
has been in industrial plants, but that is no
reason for vocational laboratory teaohers to
feel complacent about their facilities. It is the
responsibility of all vocational teachers to know
the local and national safety regulations that
apply to their occupations, and to make every
effort to see to it that their laboratories comply.

It is important that vocational laboratory facili-
ties be as efficient and safe as they can be. The
health and safety of the students (and the
teacher) are of paramount concern, and any
recommendations that will help to make work-
ing in the laboratories safe and pleasant should
be investigated. Students should also learn
what safe working-conditions should Prevail in
their chosen occupations, and they can do that
by working in a laboratory that represents a
model of excellence. The habits that they ac-
quire in your training program and the lessons
they learn about shop organization will stand
them. in good stead when they have responsibil-
ity for their own establishments.

The OSHA regulations and guidelines can help
to make a strong case to your school adminis-
tration when.the opportunity.arises to renovate
or reorganize the laboratory. The weight of the
federal government is behind those regulations
which is hard for any administrator to ignore.

Your plans for improving the laboratory will
have more impact if you can show they are not
just the result of personal preferences, but are
based on the recognized requirements of the
occupation. Every vocational teacher is re-
sponsible to at least-some degree for his or her
laboratory and should`not pass off that impor-
tant responsibility to others.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have the same major points as

the model responses. If you Missed some points or have questions about any additional points you

made, review the-material in the-information sheet, Organizing the Vocational Laboratory, pp. 6-21, and

in Occupational Safety and Health Standards, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

Activity

Optional
Activity

"MO

9

Given an acfual vocational laboratory in your occupational specialty,
evaluate the organization of the laboratory and develop plans for its .

provement. -

1

You will be visiting a vocational laboratory in your Occupational specialty
and collecting information about the laboratory and itsrganizatiOn.

You will be 3Valuating!the effectiveness of the laboratory organization,
using the VoccItional Laboratory Observation Checklist, pp. 31-32, and
writhg a su mmary report and recommendations for the organization of the
laboratory.

.

O

a

At.

You may wish to refer to the journals and periodicals _that serve your
vocational service area for up-to-date ideas for vocational laboratories.

1/4

Your competency in evaluating the organization of a vocational laboratory
and developing plans for its improvement will be evaluafed by your red
source 'person; using the Laboratory Planning Checklist, pp. 35-36.

I
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Arrange through your resource person to visit a vocational education
laboratory that trains students in the basic or beginRing courses of your
occupational specialty, and to observe an ongoing program.

I

Activity
During your visit, note the learning activities taking place, how the stlugents

y
are going about their task: and the efficiency With which laboratory work

.s i . is being accomplished. Obtain the major dimensions of the laboratory and
the location of the major fixed items of construction or equipment (e.g.,
doors, windows, sinks, exhaust fans, etc.) that affect the laboratory ar-'`
rangement. .

i., \

..---- ;

that is

.

as losely related as possible.
If there is no laboratory available to you that ilrectly concsrned with your

0 / vocationk interests, visit a laboratory

Using the Vocational Laboratory Observation Checklist, pp. 31:-32, ex-
amine the labbratory facilities and evaluate each item given on the
checklist. Add any items to the checklist that are specific and important to
your occupational areal,

Prepare a summary report of your recommendations for improving each

Activity area of the laboratory facilities. Be specific and Positive in your statements.

.,
Of Limit your comments toithe planning and organization of Ihe facilities, not

0 \ the content of the program or the management of students.

Prepare appropriate drawings, sketc plans, photographs, or descrip-
tions that will help you present your ideas\for reorganizing and/or replan-
ning the labdratery. .

4

%A.
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VOCATIONACLABORATORY OBSERVATION ECKLIST

.

.

,

.

Cqrections: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that Name

each of the following compohents was rapt accomplished, pactiallrac-
complished, or fully accomplished. If, becauseof special circumstances, a Date

component was not applicable to the particular laboratory you are visiting,
place ah X in the N/A box.

, . Resource Person

1. Each student's provided with a work area.
a. of adequate size

b. appropriate to the laboratory activity ..

c. equipped with needed tools or instruments

Eachtt'udent is provided storage space:
a. for personal effects'

.........

b. for projects and unfinished work

3, The laboratory floor space meets recommended size for the occu-
pational Service area

.1
4, Storage, for laboratOry equipment and supplies:

a. is adequate in size

b. is Suitable for the materials to be stored

c. meets safety standards for hazardous materials

5. Storage for customer work
a. is adequate in size

p, b. provides needed security

6. The arrangement of the major pieces of equipment in the labora-
torji:
a. allows for sufficient working area around each piece

ey
b. permits quick and easy access by the teacher

c. permits the teacher to monitor student laboratorOctivities at all
times-

d. -provides traffic lanes for people and matipials

7. Cleanup facilities are provided.:
a. for the students and teacher

4431

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

\
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b. for the labdratory itself.

8. The working environment of the laboratory:
a. provides adequate general ventilation CI El CI
b. provides special ventilation for problerris of smoke, noxious

fumes, etc. CI El CI
c. maintains healthful temperature

The illumination in the laboratory: El Ela. is adequate for general work

b. provides recommended lighting for special tasks

10. Sound control:
1=1. II CIa. is maintained at safe levels

b. permits instruction to be given without diffiallty or interference

11. There are areas within the laboratory for: CIa. individual study or instruction

b. small-group instruction El
c. class instruction CI

12. An attractive and suitable waiting area is provided for customers
and/or clients El El

13. Appropriate occupational conditions and standards are simulated Elas closely as possible

14. Appropriate media facilities are provided:
a. for individual students CI

b. for total class El CI
15. A convenient teacher's station is provided within the laboratory Cl
16. Bulletin board and exhibit areas are provided in the laboratory .. El CI. . ;

17 Er-'

18 El
19 El

El CI.. ....

20. .. --.

21. El... .

O
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1 Optional
lk Activity

4111111110

For creative and up:to-date ideas for vocational education laboratories in
your specific Vocational service area, refer to the journals aid periodicals
serving you!: field, You may find it useful to browse through the issues of
the last year or two, looking not only at the formal articles on the subject of
laboratory planning, but also advertisements for laboratory equipment.
Some vocational peTiodicals have annual plan ningj,ssues that are particu-
larly valuable (e.g., the April issues of IndustriagEducaton).

After you have evaluated thevocational laboratorland developed plans for
its improvement; arrange to have your resource person review and
evaltiate your work. Give him/herthe Laboritory Planning Checklist,, pp.
35-36, to use in evaluating your work.
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LABORATORY PLANNING CHECKLIST

I
NameDirections: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to incticate that

each of the following performance comporientswas not accomplished,
partially' accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special-cir-
cumstanaes, a performance component was riot applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

t

Date

Resource Person

In ova
1. mad

2. applied gen
to the spe

41,

atIng the laboratory, the teacher:,
aluation of all the appropriate areas of the laboratory

ral principles of laboratory planning and organization
tic situation

3. accurately identified the important characteristics and majorzdeficiencies of the laboratory

4. dealt only with laboratory facility planning and organization rather
. than management

The teacher's recommendations and plans for improvement of the
laboratory:
,5. corrected all the major deficiencies identified in the laboratory

6. were feasible and practical in application

7. were realistic in terms of the actual school situation .......
8. were in keeping with the goals and objectives of the vocational

education program .

9: Were presented in a well-organized, clear, and readable form . _

10. made adequate provision for:
a. individual and group instruction

'b. materials and etNipme4it storage

c. safe handling of hazardous materials and processes

d. student traffic lanes

e. student work Stations

f. efficient operation of equipment

g. special environmental requirements of the Occupational tech-
nology

3 ti
35

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

e

, 1=1

U

1
1:1

'
EJ

1=1 El
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LEVEL OF P1RFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A respbnses. If any item receive NO, or

PARTIAL re onse, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

4
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Learning Experience III
FINAL EXPERIENCE

For a "1011",ta)r, .,t tr t

In an actual school Zttu'ation,'organize the vocational laboratory.

M

,AsYr3u co n d uct your teaching activities, Crgal#P-tct,vo*On,ailabo ratory
for which you are responsible. This wiliinolUde: 4

collecting information about the organliatidn'bflth5i eX4tings_voca-
tonal laboratory
evaluating the design and argenizatibnOlthe tabqrafory
devising a plan for improving therVcioat!onal iabbrafory
implementing your plan for improvement

NOTE: bue to the nature of this experience; you Will negid tohave access to
an attualschool situationoveran extended pertotiot feUr to six
weeks). ,

As. ou complete. each of the-abtiveractivities, dOCument yOur a tionAin
writing, on tape, through a log) for assessment Prposes. If ou were
unable to implement an of the items in yolk. plarl-at this time, ocument
the reasons whythe item(s) was not implemented.

*

Arrange to have ycftir resource persbn review .your do. C me Von' and
your plan, and visit your vocational laboratory after yogifaveo ganized or
reorganized the facility according to your plan.:

Your total Competence will be assessed tiyyour resource per n, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp.19-40.,

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment_ fristrument, your
resource person will determine whgther you are competent in organizing a
vocational laboratory.

,,

.1)
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Organize the Vocational Laboratory (E-8)

. i- Name

_(>

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in theappropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. Date

If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, plate an X ip the N/A box. Resource Person

Lgvek OF PERFORMANCE

c.... .

. l St
4/-

n* 0 .. 0 O

4 4( go 441 (.1 4A. 1

In evaluating and planning for the organization of the voca-
gonel education laboratory, the teacher:

1. reviewed the broad goals and specific objectives of the
program to determine "their effect on the labor tot

El- El-
2. reviewed student learning activities to delerrnine their

effect on the laboratory facilities .

3. reviewed instructional proctdures and techAques to de-
.

termine their effect on the labtratory facilities .....

4. obtained recommendations on laboratory organization
El CIfrom the advisory committee .

5. involved students to organizing the laboratory . .

6: reviewed local and national safety regulations relative to
111 El Ellaboratory orgvtraq921 .. ". ..... ...... .

7. considered security-precautions for the laboratory and
its contents El El El El.

..._

8.. reviewed occupational conditions and standards. to
_.- make the laboratory simulate the occup§tianal environ-

ment% CI
.4,

.
9. reviewed recommended standard specifications for El- 0 D'Ellaboratories in the specific vocational education area

In organizing, or reorganiiing the laboratory, the teacher:
10. provided each student with -an adequate work4rea ... 1:1 El
11. provided each student with storage space for laboratory''

L_J

work and peisonal effects ,

12. provided for student clean* and sanitation facilities ...n El 0 El
4(i
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13. provided adequate storage for laboratory equipment and
, supplies

14. planned traffic patterns to avoid hazards and congestion

15. arranged the equipment and work stations to allow the
teacher to monitor and control laboratory activities

16. organized the laboratory to facilitate maintenance and
cleanup

17. provided for the safe handgng of hazardous materials
and operations

18. provided an attractive and aesthetic environment, within
the context of the occupation

19. provided a safe and healthful working environment for
students in terms of:
a. 'ventilation

ti

0 4\ 00 0
t

b. illumination

c. sound control

d. temperatureperatu re

20. organized the laboratory to facilitate instruction

21. simulated appropriate occupational conditions and
standards

22. provided an attractive and adequate waiting area. for
clients or customers

23. planned for efficient and effective use of the teacher's
energies

24. arranged the facilities to allow individual, small-group,
and class instruction

25. provided study areas as well as active work areas

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOO E, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak'
area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
-MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
biningthese two functions. Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal-objec-
tive ih the final learning experience. The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a studentleacher, or an inseryice teacher.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess: Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it. Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2)-the Objectives listed on p. 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions:

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out"
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person. If
you do not complete the final.experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) td re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous'
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience.

Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience.
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency. This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped; (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resourtes or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your.ownlearning experience; or
(5) Completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person.

Terminology
Actual School Situation ... refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, yop can com-
plete the module up to the final learning, experience. You
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e.,
when you have access- to an actual school situation.
Alternate Activity or Feedback ... refer to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able tocomplete.
Occupational Specialty ... refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e.g., the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties Such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback ... refe(s to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required iterns in a learning experi-
ence.
Resource Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational program; the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module.
Student ... refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary.
educational institution.
Vocatiopal Service Area . . . refers to a major vocational-
field: agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, horn economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation.
You or the Teacher ... refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module.

Levels of Performance for FinaLAssessment

N/A ... The criterion was not r-itkt b'cause it was not
applicable to the situation.
None ... No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent.
Poor ... The teacher IS unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair ... The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it.
Good ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner.
Excellent ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for atommunity Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your VoCational Program

E-5 Provide for Student Safety ,
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Disciplirp
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit bf Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming. Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Egpenence
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem- Solving Techniques
C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Technique
C-14 ,Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
t-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19' Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, -Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information' with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films
C-28 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ PrOgrammed Igstruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation
D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Performance. Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance. Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance: Skills
D-S Determine Student Grades',
0-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

a//

Category 0: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Preparefgews Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
0-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educatoh
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category It Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish la Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of4he Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Sip:lent Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professiodal Role and Development
-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
-4 Serve the School and Community
-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
-6 Provide Laboratory Expenences for Prospective Teachers
-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for tour Co-Op Prograh
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 .Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Rethtedinstruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Usilig Performance-Based Teacher Edenton

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Matenals
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

. AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials
Thfcc,0 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586


